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Executive Summary  

Ashland has been tested by wildfires, a pandemic, business restrictions, school closures, heat 
waves and shuttered venues. It may have dealt with more in the last five years than in the last 
fifty years. One of the results has been a chance at deep reflection. What drives the economy? 
How does the city adapt to climate impacts? How can the community remain affordable to 
young families?  While much has been lost, the city and Chamber have gained insight, 
strengthened partnerships, and demonstrated a resiliency that will help the region transition 
into a new era.  

This study explores what makes Ashland great, what it still struggles with, what could hobble 
its growth and what it can do to create a more balanced, equitable economy. In-depth data 
analysis was partnered with extensive engagement to develop a deep understanding of where 
Ashland currently is and where it needs to go. To find success, any actions will require 
partnerships and financial investments that span the public and private sectors. Certain 
concepts will carry risk, as the city attempts to foster growth in new corners of its economy to 
better manage any future disruptions.  

A Small City with Big Amenities 

For a city of 21,000 people, Ashland has 
foundational strengths that many other 
cities its size aspire to have. A growing 
population of highly educated residents, 
an excellent school district, employers in 
growing sectors like health care and solar, 
a wide variety of local amenities and a 
welcoming attitude that attracts both 
visitors, residents and employers. 

 

 

 

 

From our work we found the following 
strengths to be the most relevant to 
economic diversification: 

Exhibit 1. Educational Attainment For Population 
25 Years Plus, Ashland, Jackson County, and 
Oregon, 2015-2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015-2019 ACS 5-year estimate, 
Table B15003. 
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High Housing Costs Impacts Labor 

Attractive places to live often struggle to stay accessible as they grow. Housing production in 
Ashland has not kept pace with demand, and many of those that exist have shifted to short-
term rental units. As such, the increase in housing prices have made it difficult for many of the 
people who work in Ashland to afford to live there. This is part of a larger regional issue, as 
many people have gradually begun to live elsewhere in the Rogue Valley for more affordable 
housing options. Other cities in the Rogue Valley are addressing the issue with significant plans 
for expanding housing. Ashland is still developing its path forward.  

The performing arts and its strong impact on the local economy has helped drive employment 
in the retail, services and lodging sectors for decades. Its large role as a driver of the local 
economy was shown by the impact of performance disruptions in 2020 and 2021. 
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Exhibit 2. Top Industries Covered Employment and Average Pay by Sector, 10 Largest Sectors 
Ashland, 2019 
 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2019. 

 

 

We found the weaknesses that deserve attention to be: 

 

 

The Region’s Climate can’t be Ignored 

The city also faces larger, existential threats that clearly impact the resiliency of the local 
economy. Climate change and its impact on heat and precipitation in the region has already 
caused severe impacts on Ashland. It is a threat to the future of the city and region that is 
unparalleled by other concerns over the long term. Confronting climate change directly is 
challenging, but methods can be taken to focus local resources on adapting to a range of 
possible scenarios. In addition to climate change, we found the following threats to have the 
potential of undermining the local economy: Housing Affordability and Demographic Shifts  
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Opportunities are Already Emerging 

There are silver linings to the disruptions Ashland has endured: many businesses diversified 
their income streams by developing ecommerce capacity, regional tourists filled some of the 
gap that was left by out-of-state visitors, and remote work advanced dramatically.  

STEM Occupational Employment Projections for Rogue Valley (Jackson and Josephine Counties), 
2020-2030, Top Five Occupations 
Source: QualityInfo, Oregon Employment Department 

 

 

There is an abundance of opportunities for the city to pursue to expand its economy, those that 
we consider pillars to economic diversification are the following: diversifying tourism, 
rediscovering downtown, fostering business growth and expanding the talent pool. 

Four Pillars for Diversification 

Each of these areas have specific strategies that can be pursued to accomplish these goals. These 
have been developed based on what has emerged as most urgent, but also what local actors 
have control over to implement. Some of these are already underway by Travel Ashland 
together with tourism industry partners.  

 

Occupation Title
Employment  

2020

Projected 
Employment  

2030

Percent 
Change

Employment 
Change

Replacement 
Openings

Total 
Openings

Registered Nurses 2,828 3,238 14.5% 410 1,453 1,863
Farmers, Ranchers, and Other Agricultural 
Managers

1,610 1,761 9.4% 151 1,592 1,743

Carpenters 1,330 1,440 8.3% 110 1,212 1,322
Project Management Specialists and Business 
Operations Specialists, All Other

770 859 11.6% 89 697 786

Accountants and Auditors 645 737 14.3% 92 563 655
Total, All Occupations        23,870       27,278 14.3%         3,408         18,705      22,113 
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Priority Actions  

Of these 16 strategies, we consider five to be priorities:  

- Be Base Camp for Outdoor Recreation 
o The region has seen a steady increase in interest in outdoor activities, from 

mountain biking and trail running to water recreation. The city needs to establish 
itself as the place in the region a visitor wants to start their day’s adventure while 
showcasing Ashland’s proximity to Crater Lake National Park, the mountain 
lakes and day trips in Southern Oregon. Ashland should be where visitors want 
to relax in the evening. Leverage the amenities that distinguish the city: The 
quality lodging, the amazing restaurants, the walkable downtown, even the 
popular Coop deli. At the same time, encourage investment in the gaps: bike 
storage, trail expansion, dog-friendly amenities, camper van parking, downtown 
signage, etc. 

- Improve Public Sector Collaboration 
o Business owners, elected officials and Ashland residents all share the desire to 

preserve the qualities that make the city a great place to live and work. How the 
City effectively maintains those ideals while supporting the city’s natural growth 
is an ongoing challenge. The development community in particular seeks clarity 
and consistency in the review process.  The larger business community wants a 
partner to make the investments that the community is looking for, even if some 
residents have concerns about the pace of change. It is difficult to predict which 
entrepreneur will grow the next great company in the Rogue Valley, but that 
company can’t grow it in Ashland if there is not space for them to establish it.  
 

- Train the Future of Healthcare  
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o In terms of pathways to a middle-class lifestyle, healthcare careers have proven 
to be one of the most effective paths in the 21st century. Since 2009 healthcare has 
added more jobs in Jackson County than any other sector. And these jobs on 
average pay more than many of the service sector jobs that are prevalent in 
Ashland. Given the aging demographics of the city, there will be a strong 
demand for everything from registered nurses to pharmacists over the next 
decades. Between Southern Oregon University and Rogue Community College, 
there are various programs in the area to grow this pipeline. These workers can 
afford to live in Ashland, will be tied to local employers, and may have the kids 
to ensure that local school district does not see further enrollment decline.  
 

- Establish Small Batch Ashland 
o Ashland has a unique blend of assets when it comes to producing and selling 

food products. There is both local demand and tens of thousands of customers 
with a strong desire for “authentic” goods. The city has a brand that projects 
quality and wholesomeness. It has a level of culinary expertise that is very 
sophisticated for its size. It has a handful of manufacturing assets that it could 
adapt to these needs if the right company were to scale.  Perhaps all that is 
missing is a dedicated space with some of the equipment (bottling, sealing, 
labeling, etc.) and some wraparound technical assistance that reduces the 
barriers for local entrepreneurs to test the market and scale quickly. This concept 
also hinges on the success of the previous Improving Public Sector Collaboration 
strategy: flexible regulations and openness to new business ideas are critical 
precursors to this type of innovation. 

- Launch Solar Downtown 
o Ashland can’t hide from the climate impacts that have gradually impacted its 

seasons. One way to channel the anxiety is to choose a distinct goal to 
demonstrate to the world how a city can embrace the challenge of 
decarbonization. Work with downtown property owners and tenants to set a 
goal of renewable energy generation and let visitors learn how small cities can 
take action. The city has a growing cluster of solar companies and this type of 
effort would support a local industry as it looks to establish its foothold in the 
region.   

Moving Forward 

The primary challenge to economic diversification will be building momentum. Travel has 
picked back up and tourists have returned to visit Ashland’s downtown during the summer. 
SOU students will migrate in the fall. Holiday events will return. There will be a sense that the 
local economy has returned to normal. The reality is that there is no returning to a pre-
pandemic economic landscape. Foundational items have changed in the economy: workers are 
less geographically tied to their employer, the shortage of workforce housing and childcare 
providers has become an urgent matter, some of the older tourists will not be returning, how 
people work and shop has changed. Many of the business owners have made adjustments to 
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pivot during the previous years: performing arts venues have looked to the shoulder season for 
more shows, the wine industry has more direct sales via ecommerce as part of its revenue 
stream, rafting companies have simplified their operations to manage disruptions, the Ashland 
coop has invested in a high-capacity HVAC system that allows it to function during smoke 
events. For the city to better recalibrate for its future, choices will have to be made about specific 
actions that partners can rally behind to move forward. Ashland has a base of strong leaders 
throughout the community, and a wave of new directors and presidents in major institutions. 
Aligning those new champions and their vision with City leadership would unlock the 
potential for a more vibrant, resilient city.  
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1. Introduction 

The Chamber of Commerce in Ashland understands that change is underway in the Rogue 
Valley. The last five years and its shifts in the local market has demonstrated the need for an 
updated strategy. The regional Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy highlighted 
Business Development, Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Talent, Tourism and Placemaking. 
This report builds off those goals and outlines a set of actions intended to move the community 
towards a more resilient and equitable economy.  

Background 

Recent disasters, including the Covid-19 pandemic and wildfires have taught us how fragile 
and unpredictable local economies can be.  A strong economy is a resilient economy, able to 
withstand disruptions and avoid systemic collapses.  The hospitality sector was one of the most 
impacted over the last few years, and many workers in Ashland are dependent on its success. 
The importance of higher education was also demonstrated. When students are away from 
Southern Oregon University and taking classes online, the impact on the city is tangible. The 
city has foundational issues that complicate its viability as well, such as a lack of workforce 
housing and childcare resources. These can create a dependency on workers that commute in 
from other areas, and in this case areas that are vulnerable to climate events.   

Ashland is in the midst of significant change. Climate change is increasing the frequency and 
severity of wildfires in the region. A 2018 report by Dean Runyan Associates concluded that 
fires in 2017 resulted in a loss of $2.83 million in travel-related revenues. The Covid-19 
pandemic resulted in business closures and more deeply affected communities and regions with 
significant tourism economies.  

The community is also in the midst of significant demographic changes. Enrollments at 
Southern Oregon University and the Ashland School District are declining. According to data 
from the American Community Survey (ACS), 30% of Ashland’s population was 60 or over. 
Moreover, persons 60 or over were the fastest growing age group between 2010 and 2019 
increasing more than 25%. The percentage of Ashland’s population decreased 8% during the 
same period.  

The City of Ashland is currently experiencing budget challenges and is expecting a general fund 
deficit of $3,000,000 for FY 22-23. As a result, the City Council is contemplating ways to balance 
community desires for municipal services with its budget capacity. The Council held special 
business meetings on May 23 and 24, 2022 to explore strategic choices and is currently 
conducting a survey to obtain community priorities. 

For as much that has been lost, the city has gained insight, strengthened partnerships, and 
demonstrated a resiliency that it can build from as it emerges into a new era. In short, Ashland 
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is at a point where the community needs to make difficult choices about how to manage change. 
These exceptional challenges provide an opportunity for deep reflection: 

§ What drives the economy? 

§ How does the city adapt to climate impacts? 

§ How can the community retain its ability to support households of all types? 

§ What will the demographic composition of Ashland look like in 20 years? 

§ Should the community double-down on its historic economic strength in tourism, or 
should it pivot and focus on other economic sectors? What investments will it make to 
guide change? 

§ What opportunities should Ashland pursue? 

§ How can the community leverage increasingly scarce resources? 

 

The Ashland Economic Diversification strategy proposes a set of forward-looking strategies that 
represent strategic investments in the community that are intended to make Ashland’s economy 
more diverse and resilient. The success of this plan is contingent on execution. The plan seeks to  
expand existing partnerships and create new partnerships focused on outcomes and not 
process. 

The literature does not identify a single definition of economic diversification. For the purpose 
of this plan, economic diversity or economic diversification refers to variations in the economic 
status or the use of a broad range of economic activities in a region or country. One way to 
measure economic diversity is the degree to which an economy's mix of industries, sectors, skill 
levels and employment levels differ from a larger reference economy. Diversification is used as 
a strategy to encourage positive economic growth and development. 
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2. Study Framework  

A considerable body of literature exists on strategic planning and action planning. In strategic 
planning, the “focus is on results or outcomes rather than products or outputs. Strategic 
planning is less concerned with how to achieve outcomes than with defining what those 
outcomes should be.”1 This plan focuses on outcomes (e.g., guiding community change) and 
strategies to achieve those outcomes.  

Strategic Planning Framework 
Source: Adapted from Team-based Strategic Planning, Fogg, C. Davis  

 

 

Methods 

To understand how Ashland’s economy can diversify, we first need to understand its current 
makeup. What are the demographic trends? How have major employers weathered recent 
disruptions? What is the state of local tax revenues? What do local stakeholders consider 
weaknesses or opportunities?  To tackle these complicated questions, we took an iterative 
approach that balanced quantitative analysis and qualitative input. Looking to the data to 
reveal certain truths and talking to stakeholders to reveal others.  

 
 

1 http://www.blackerbyassoc.com/history.html 
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Data Used in this Analysis 

This section draws on information from numerous data sources, such as the Oregon 
Employment Department, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
City of Ashland, the U.S. Census and other sources.  

This report uses data from the 2015-2019 ACS for Ashland and comparison areas primarily. 
Where information is available or relevant, we report information from the 2000 and 2010 
Decennial Census. The 2020 Census was completed at the end of 2020. However, extenuating 
circumstances delayed the release of the data and experimental data was released for the 2020 
ACS. Presently, the 2015-2019 ACS data continues to be the most reliable.2  

Travel Ashland’s 2020-2021 Travel Ashland’s Visitor Research and Analysis Study provided 
significant information and recommendations for our analysis. This work focused on deepening 
the level of understanding about recreational visitors, including insight into demographics of 
tourism, perceptions of Ashland, and motivation for visitors. 

Unless explicitly noted, we used the most recent data sets available. For many metrics, this 
means data that is two or more years old. We are well aware of the rapidly economic and 
demographic changes that have occurred in Ashland, the Rogue Valley, and nationally in the 
past two years.  Unfortunately, more recent data are not available for small geographies like 
Ashland. 

 

Quantitative Analysis  

The data analysis began at a macro scale looking at demographic trends and then moved into 
topics such as housing, commuting, occupations, unemployment, and so on. The data come 
from a variety of sources, from US census to the bureau of labor statistics to local tax 
information. Strong trends and nuanced themes emerge. These are explored in the “By the 
Numbers Section”. Data only reveals part of the story, and thus we also embarked on 
significant engagement efforts.  

Qualitative Analysis 

This project had a robust stakeholder engagement process, with in-depth insight gathered from 
individuals from hospitality, real estate, performing arts, outdoor recreation, renewable energy, 
higher education and many more sectors. This included: 

§ Stakeholder Engagement 

 
 

2 https://www.jchs.harvard.edu/blog/defining-use-caution-how-were-navigating-new-census-bureau-data  
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§ Over forty individuals were spoken with to hear about the region’s strengths, 
weaknesses, threats and opportunities. These often led to detailed discussions of 
specific opportunities for economic growth.  

§ Focus Groups 

§ A handful of focus groups were organized to hear peers discuss the Ashland 
economy together. Retail, restaurant owners, performing arts, outdoor recreation 
and elected officials all participated in sessions that often resulted in constructive 
brainstorming sessions.  

§ Peer City Interviews 

§ To explore opportunities and strategies from other cities, phone calls were scheduled 
with professionals in Bend, Santa Fe, McMinnville and Healdsburg. These resulted 
in great feedback on areas for Ashland to focus in and other sharing of best practices.  

§ Survey 

§ An online survey combining multiple choice and short answer questions was 
developed and circulated to hundreds of Ashland business-owners and residents. 
231 people responded to the survey, providing detailed feedback on Ashland’s 
challenges and opportunities for expansion.  
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3. What the Data Say 

Ashland is Growing at a Slow Pace 

Ashland’s population in 2020 was 21,105. Within its city limits, the population grew by 8% 
between 2000 and 2020, adding 1,583 new residents, at a 0.4% average annual growth rate. This 
is less than half the rate for Oregon or Jackson County. This is not projected to change in the 
near future.  

Exhibit 3. Population, Ashland, Jackson County, Oregon, U.S., 2000, 2010, and 2020 
Source: U.S. Decennial Census and Portland State University, Census World Clock, and Population Research Center. 

 

Ashland’s Population is Getting Older 

A third of the city’s population is over 60 years old while less than 1 in 5 is under 20 years in 
age. This trend shows no signs of shifting and likely will continue over the next decade. While 
older adults bring many benefits to a community, the implications for the local economy, from 
consumer spending habits to number of working age adults, will cause a variety of impacts.  

In the 2015-2019 period, 
there were almost twice 
as many Ashland 
residents over 60 than 
under 20 years old. 
Ashland had a larger 
share of people over the 
age of 60 than the county 
and state and a smaller 
share of residents under 
the age of 20. 
 

Exhibit 4. Population Distribution by Age, Ashland, Jackson County, 
and Oregon, 2015-2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015-2019 ACS, Table B01001. 
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U.S. 281,421,906 308,745,538 330,034,257 48,612,351 17% 0.8%
Oregon 3,421,399 3,831,074 4,268,055 846,656 25% 1.1%
Jackson County 181,269 203,206 223,240 41,971 23% 1.0%
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Between 2010 and the 
2015-2019 period, 
Ashland saw the most 
growth in the population 
aged 70 and older. 
At the same time, Ashland 
saw a decrease in the 
population of those under 
20, a much sharper 
decrease than either 
Jackson County or Oregon. 

Exhibit 5. Age Group Change from 2010 to 2019 
Source: US Decennial Census 2010, P012001 and ACS 5-Year Estimates 2015-
2019 Table B01001 

 

  

By 2040, Jackson 
County’s population over 
60 years old is forecast 
to grow 27%. This is an 
increase in 18,458 
people. 

Exhibit 6. Fastest-growing Groups, Jackson County, 2020 to 2040 
Source: PSU Population Research Center, Jackson County Forecast, June 2017. 
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Ashland is Getting More Diverse 

While very small, Ashland is comparable to the county in its non-white population. As is the 
case in much of Oregon, a large driver of that change prior to the pandemic was the steady 
growth of the Latino population. Diversity is an attribute that can help drive the growth of 
young workers, an area that Ashland struggles with.  

About 92% of Ashland’s 
population was White in 
2015-2019. The largest 
communities of color were 
people who were two or 
more races, Asian, or Black. 

Exhibit 7. Non-White Population by Race as a Percent of Total 
Population, Ashland and Jackson County, 2015–2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015–2019 ACS Table B02001. 

 

The share of Ashland’s 
householders identified as 
Latino increased between 
2010 and 2015–2019. 
However, Ashland was less 
ethnically diverse than 
Jackson County and Oregon 
in 2010 and the 2015–
2019 period. 

Exhibit 8. Latino Population as a Percent of the Total Population, 
Ashland, Jackson County, Oregon, 2010 and 2015–2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Decennial Census Table P005001, ACS 2019 
5-Year Estimates 2015–2019, Table B03002. 
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What are Ashland’s Housing Conditions? 

This section describes changes in sales prices, rents, and housing affordability in Ashland, 
compared to cities and submarkets in Southern Oregon, as well as Jackson County and Oregon. 

Ashland Faces Housing Affordability Challenge 

Since 2000, housing costs in Ashland have increased faster than incomes, and to a greater 
degree than in Jackson County and Oregon. The household reported median value of a house 
was 5.8 times the median household income (MHI) in 2000, and 7.8 times MHI in 2015-2019. 

This ratio compares the median value of housing in Ashland (and other places) to the median 
household income. Inflation-adjusted median owner values in Ashland increased from around 
$283,900 in 2000 to $ $441,900 in 2015-2019, a 56% increase. Over the same period, inflation-
adjusted median income increased from $49,100 to $56,300 a 56% increase. 

Exhibit 9. Ratio of Median Housing Value to Median Household Income, Ashland, Jackson County, 
Oregon, and Comparison Cities, 2000 to 2015-2019  
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census, Tables HCT012, H085, 2015-2019 ACS, Tables B19013, B25077. 

 

The median sales price for homes sold in Ashland is generally around that of neighboring cities. 
Between 2020 and 2021 median sales prices increased by 17%, or $80,000 in Ashland, with a 
median of around $550,000 (Exhibit 10). Compared to other cities in the region Jacksonville, 
Applegate and Ashland listings have consistently been the highest. 
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Exhibit 10. Residential Listing Trends, Ashland and Comparison Geographies, 2020 and 2021 
Source: 2022 MLS and FBS. Prepared by Oregon Datashare (KCAR|MLSCO|SOMLS) on Wednesday, January 05, 2022.

 

Multifamily Market Rents Also Increasing 

According to available CoStar data, only 3 multifamily buildings were built in Ashland between 
2000 and 2022, for a total of 65 multifamily buildings in the City. For the existing multifamily 
stock, overall, rent has been increasing in the study area, Ashland. The study area rents for 
multifamily housing appear to be rising slower than Jackson County. Rents have increased 11 
percent since 2009 in Ashland. (Exhibit 11).  Since 2015, Ashland rents have increased at a 
slower rate than Jackson County (20% and 26% since 2015, respectively). 
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Exhibit 11. Rent Trends for Multifamily Housing, Ashland and Jackson County, 2009 to 2022 
Source: CoStar, 2022 

 

The vacancy rate for apartments is very low at under 2 percent—below the county average. This 
makes it difficult for households to find housing in the study area if they need to move. 

Exhibit 12: Rent Per Square Foot And Vacancy Trends For Apartments, 2009 To 2022 
Source: CoStar, 2022 
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Who works in Ashland? 

The section explores the differences of people who live in Ashland and those that work there.  

Population to Employment Ratio 

Exhibit 13. Population to Employment Ratio, Ashland UGB, 2019 
Source: QCEW, PSU, Bureau of Economic Analysis (Total Employment) 
20,960 14,152 1.48 
Population Estimated Total 

Employment  
Population to 
Employment Ratio 

 

Less than half of Ashland Residents work in Ashland 

Of the more than 9,908 people who worked in Ashland in 2019, 66% of workers commuted into 
Ashland from other areas, most notably Medford. More than 4,000 residents of Ashland 
commute out of the city for work, many of them to Medford. This is compared to 2010, when  
8,823 workers in Ashland, of which 5,167 lived outside of Ashland (58%) and of 7,501 residents 
in Ashland, 3,845 worked outside of Ashland (51%). Further, almost half of Ashland residents 
(48%) had a commute time that took less than 15 minutes, compared to Jackson County 
residents largely 15-to-29-minute commutes (42%).3 While working outside of your community 
is common in small cities, Ashland is reaching rates that may cause a strain on transportation 
networks, public school viability and public finances. 

About 6,500 people 
commuted into Ashland for 
work and more than 4,400 
people living in Ashland 
commuted out of the city. 

About 3,450 people lived and 
worked in Ashland. 

Exhibit 14. Commuting Flows, Ashland, 2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census On the Map. 

 

 
 

3 ACS 2015-2019, Table Table B08303 
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About 35% of people who 
work in Ashland also live 
there. Workers also came 
from Medford, Talent, Central 
Point, Phoenix and other 
cities. 

Exhibit 15. Places Workers at Businesses in Ashland Lived, 2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census On the Map. 

35% 
Ashland 

18% 
Medford 

6% 
Talent 

 

Employment is Spreading from Downtown 

Most employment in 2019 was concentrated around the downtown core of Ashland, but other 
areas to the east also have significant number of employers.  

Exhibit 16. Ashland Employment by Block Group, 2019 
Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages 

 

 

Employment growth is spreading to various pockets around the city, taking some of the focus 
from Downtown. 
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Exhibit 17. Ashland Percent Change in Employment by Block Group, 2007 - 2019 
Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages 

 

Labor Force Trends 

The Pandemic Caused a shock, but Recovery is Underway 

The unemployment rates in Jackson County, Josephine County and Oregon, and the nation 
have declined since the Great Recession. However, following the pandemic, unemployment 
rates for the month of May 2020 exceeded the peak rate experienced during the Great Recession. 
The unemployment rate in December 2021 in Jackson County (4.5%) was higher than that of the 
state (4.1%). 
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Exhibit 18. Unemployment Rates, Oregon, Jackson and Josephine Counties 
Source: QualityInfo, Oregon Employment Department 

 

Ashland Income is Average for Jackson County 

Income is one of the key determinants in housing choice and households’ ability to afford 
housing. Income for residents living in Ashland is higher than the Jackson County median 
household income and lower than the Oregon median household income. University students 
not living in dorms are part of this calculation, which may affect Ashland more than other cities.  
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In the 2015-2019 period, 
Ashland’s median 
household income 
($56,315) was similar to 
the counties, but about 
$5,500 less than the 
state’s median household 
income (MHI).  

Exhibit 19. Median Household Income, Ashland, Jackson County, 
Oregon, and Comparison Cities, 2015-2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015-2019 ACS 5-year estimate, Table B19013. 

 

Ashland has Good Jobs Growth, but it Continues to be Concentrated 

Exhibit 1 shows covered employment in Jackson County for 2007 and 2019. Employment 
increased by 9,202 jobs, or 11%, over this period. The sectors with the largest increases in 
numbers of employees were health care and social assistance (5,395 jobs), accommodation and 
food services (1,946 jobs), and manufacturing (1,187 jobs). 

Between 2007 and 2019, employment in Ashland increased by about 984 employees (11%), at 
about a 0.8% average annual growth rate. Employment increased the most in accommodation 
and food services (466) while health care and social assistance decreased by about 42 employees 
(3%) and manufacturing employment decreased by about 4 employees (1%).  
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Exhibit 20. Covered Employment Change 2007–2019, Ashland UGB and Jackson County  
Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages  

 

Employment in the Ashland UGB accounted for about 11.35% of employment in Jackson 
County in 2019. The sectors with the greatest number of employees were government (23% of 
Ashland’s total covered employment), health care and social assistance (21%), retail trade (14%), 
and manufacturing (11%). 

Of note are the areas in which Ashland is overperforming the county, such as Information, 
Finance and Insurance, Admin/Support, and Agriculture/Mining. Areas that Ashland is 
struggling to keep up includes Manufacturing, Private Education, and Health Care. 

2007 2019 2007 2019 # % AAGR # % AAGR
Agriculture/Mining 6           13         44      127         83      189% 9.2% 290           10% 0.8%
Utilities - - - - - - - 27             15% 1.2%
Construction 78         53         309    239         (70)     -23% -2.1% (399)          -8% -0.7%
Manufacturing 54         42         495    491         (4)       -1% -0.1% 1,187        18% 1.4%
Wholesale Trade 41         46         161    198         37      23% 1.7% (15)            -1% -0.1%
Retail Trade 149      159      1,344 1,583     239    18% 1.4% (111)          -1% -0.1%
Transportation and Warehousing 7           12         30      72           42      140% 7.6% 636           26% 2.0%
Information 34         53         179    234         55      31% 2.3% (380)          -24% -2.2%
Finance and Insurance 50         60         189    204         15      8% 0.6% (216)          -9% -0.8%
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing 55         41         114    113         (1)       -1% -0.1% 128           12% 0.9%
Prof., Sci., and Tech. Services 113      129      292    343         51      17% 1.4% 638           33% 2.4%
Mgmt of Companies and Enterprises 5           6           27      41           14      52% 3.5% (565)          -30% -3.0%
Admin. / Support and Waste Mgmt / Remediation Serv. 37         35         134    253         119    89% 5.4% 57             2% 0.1%
Private Education 24         24         105    112         7         7% 0.5% 269           46% 3.2%
Health Care and Social Assistance 145      159      1,410 1,368     (42)     -3% -0.3% 5,395        49% 3.4%
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation 33         41         748    758         10      1% 0.1% 26             2% 0.1%
Accommodation and Food Services 141      143      1,676 2,142     466    28% 2.1% 1,946        25% 1.9%
Other Services (except Public Administration) 105      160      342    496         154    45% 3.1% 628           23% 1.8%
Government 17         21         1,644 1,453     (191)   -12% -1.0% (339)          -3% -0.3%
Total 1,094   1,197   9,243 10,227   984    11% 0.8% 9,202        11% 0.9%

Sector
Ashland Jackson County 2007 - 2019

Establishments Employees Change in Employment Change in Employment
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Exhibit 21. Covered Employment, 2020, Ashland UGB 
Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages 

 

Given the large change in the economy starting in March 2020 as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic, it is difficult to accurately understand the likely outlook for growth in Jackson 
County. The best currently available data is as follows. Exhibit 6 shows the Oregon 
Employment Department’s forecast for employment growth by industry for the Rogue Valley 
region (Jackson and Josephine Counties) over the 2020 to 2030 period. Employment in the 
region is forecasted to grow at an average annual growth rate of 14%. 

The sectors that will lead employment in the region for the 10-year period are private 
educational and health services (adding 4,230 jobs); leisure and hospitality (3,780) and trade, 
transportation in utilities (2,480). In sum, these sectors are expected to add 10,490 new jobs, or 
about 61% of employment growth in the Rogue Valley region.  

Occupation Trends 

In 2021, the Oregon Office of Economic Analysis reported that 72% of job vacancies were 
difficult to fill. In the last report on why these positions were difficult to fill (2018) the most 
common reason for difficulty in filling jobs included a lack of applications (29% of employers’ 
difficulties), unfavorable working conditions (23%), a lack of qualified candidates (16%), a lack 
of soft skills (8%), a lack of work experience (7%), and low wages (7%).4 These statistics indicate 

 
 

4 Oregon’s Current Workforce Gaps: Hiring Challenges for Unfilled Job Vacancies, May 2019. Employer-Provided 
Reasons for Difficulty Filling Vacancies in Oregon, 2018. p. 20. 
https://www.qualityinfo.org/documents/10182/13336/Oregon%27s+Current+Workforce+Gaps. 

Sector Establishments Employees  Payroll 
Average Pay 
per Employee

Agriculture and Mining 15                       149               6,344,374$         42,580$         
Construction 54                       285               16,501,719$       57,901$         
Manufacturing 44                       560               31,421,449$       56,110$         
Wholesale Trade 46                       141               8,815,743$         62,523$         
Retail Trade 156                    1,474            54,249,058$       36,804$         
Transportation and Warehousing 13                       77                 5,320,439$         69,097$         
Information 53                       175               16,136,808$       92,210$         
Finance and Insurance 60                       203               12,501,166$       61,582$         
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing 42                       98                 4,316,525$         44,046$         
Prof., Sci., and Tech. Services 147                    437               33,042,679$       75,613$         
Mgmt of Companies and Enterprises 6                         37                 2,502,021$         67,622$         
Admin. / Support and Waste Mgmt / Remediation Serv. 32                       215               8,249,496$         38,370$         
Private Education 24                       94                 4,051,712$         43,103$         
Health Care and Social Assistance 185                    1,326            67,971,540$       51,261$         
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation 42                       409               16,725,366$       40,893$         
Accommodation and Food Services 135                    1,526            32,261,644$       21,141$         
Other Services (except Public Administration) 129                    427               13,017,548$       30,486$         
Government 21                       1,409            83,037,878$       58,934$         
Total 1,204                 9,042            416,467,165$     46,059$         
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a mismatch between the types of jobs that employers are demanding and the skills that 
potential employees can provide. Job vacancies are above pre-pandemic levels in the Rogue 
Valley, the third highest in the state (112%). In addition to COVID-19, Ashland also experienced 
the Almeda Fire which likely negatively impacted the employment base as many people were 
without housing. 

The Oregon Employment Department also provides employment projections for STEM 
occupations. In the Rogue Valley, registered nurses, farmers and agricultural managers are 
anticipated to have over 1,300 openings between 2020 and 2030.  

Exhibit 22. STEM Occupational Employment Projections for Rogue Valley (Jackson and Josephine 
Counties), 2020-2030, Top Five Occupations 
Source: QualityInfo, Oregon Employment Department 

 

Ashland Residents are Highly Educated 

Ashland’s population 25 and older had 
higher rates of higher education attainment, 
with almost 60 percent having a bachelors or 
higher. Nearly 30 percent above the state 
and county estimate. 

Exhibit 23. Educational Attainment For Population 
25 Years Plus, Ashland, Jackson County, and 
Oregon, 2015-2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015-2019 ACS 5-year estimate, 
Table B15003. 

 

 

Occupation Title
Employment  

2020

Projected 
Employment  

2030

Percent 
Change

Employment 
Change

Replacement 
Openings

Total 
Openings

Registered Nurses 2,828 3,238 14.5% 410 1,453 1,863
Farmers, Ranchers, and Other Agricultural 
Managers

1,610 1,761 9.4% 151 1,592 1,743

Carpenters 1,330 1,440 8.3% 110 1,212 1,322
Project Management Specialists and Business 
Operations Specialists, All Other

770 859 11.6% 89 697 786

Accountants and Auditors 645 737 14.3% 92 563 655
Total, All Occupations        23,870       27,278 14.3%         3,408         18,705      22,113 

34% 28%

59%

9%
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Higher Education Enrollment is Down 

Enrollment at Southern 
Oregon University has 
decreased 18.5% over the 
last two years.  

Exhibit 24. Fall Enrollment at SOU, 2015 to 2021 
Source: SOU Enrollment Reports 2015 to 2021, 
https://inside.sou.edu/ir/enrollments.html  

 
While higher education enrollment is down, related degree pathways connected to opportunity 
industries in Ashland see continued enrollment trends.  

Exhibit 25. Southern Oregon University Bachelor's Degree Trends, 2010-2021  
Source: Southern Oregon University – Office of Institutional Research 
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Ashland’s Pre-K through Secondary School Enrollment is Down 

Enrollment in the Ashland School District is down 13% since the 2016 – 2017 school year. Each 
of the six schools in the district has seen a drop enrollment with the greatest nominal decrease 
at Ashland High School (a loss of 94 students, or 9% of the students) and the greatest drop in 
share of enrollment at Bellview Elementary School (down 20% or 65 students). Some potential 
external factors that may be impacting enrollment levels include concerns for COVID-19, both 
the difficulties of online education and trepidation to return in person. 
 
 Exhibit 26. Enrollment in Ashland School District, 2016 to 2021 
Source:  Oregon Department of Education, At-A-Glance Profiles 
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Many Sector Strengths do Not Intersect with High-Wage Jobs 

Ashland’s existing businesses are concentrated in the industries defined in Exhibit 27. The 
industries in green highlight are industries with a high location quotient (i.e., highly specialized 
compared to national employment in the industry), high employment (i.e., have more than 50 
employees in Ashland), and higher than average city wages. These industries have the highest 
potential for growth, given existing businesses and the higher concentration of employment. 
Ashland also has opportunities for employment growth in industries without a concentration of 
employment or a high location quotient. 

Exhibit 27. Concentration of Industries and Employment, Ashland, 2019 
Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages 
Note: Green highlighting indicates higher than Ashland’s average wage in 2019.  
 High Employment 

(more than 50 employees) 
Low Employment 
(at least 10 employees) 

High 
Location 
Quotient 

§ Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry 
§ Construction of Buildings 
§ Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
§ Wholesale Electronic Markets and Agents and Brokers  
§ Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers  
§ Food and Beverage Stores  
§ Sporting Goods, Hobby, Musical Instrument, and Book 

Stores  
§ Miscellaneous Store Retailers  
§ Nonstore Retailers  
§ Publishing Industries (except Internet) 
§ Ambulatory Health Care Services 
§ Performing Arts, Spectator Sports, and Related Industries 
§ Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation Industries 
§ Accommodation 
§ Food Services and Drinking Places 
§ Personal and Laundry Services 
§ Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and Similar 

Organizations 
§ Private Households 

§ Chemical 
Manufacturing 

§ Health and 
Personal Care 
Stores  

§ Securities, 
Commodity 
Contracts, and 
Other Financial 
Investments and 
Related Activities 

Low 
Location 
Quotient 

§ Specialty Trade Contractors 
§ Food Manufacturing 
§ Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable Goods  
§ Building Material and Garden Equipment and Supplies 

Dealers  
§ Gasoline Stations  
§ Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores  
§ General Merchandise Stores  
§ Credit Intermediation and Related Activities 
§ Insurance Carriers and Related Activities 
§ Real Estate 
§ Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services 
§ Administrative and Support Services 
§ Educational Services 
§ Nursing and Residential Care Facilities 
§ Social Assistance 
§ Repair and Maintenance 

§ Crop Production 
§ Merchant 

Wholesalers, 
Durable Goods  

§ Support Activities 
for Transportation 

§ Motion Picture 
and Sound 
Recording 
Industries 

§ Management of 
Companies and 
Enterprises 
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Exhibit 28 shows covered employment and average wage for the 10 largest industries (2-digit 
NAICS) in Ashland. Jobs in accommodation and food services accounted for approximately 
21% of the city’s total covered employment, followed by retail trade (16%), government (15%) 
and health care and social assistance (13%). Of these sectors, government, health care and social 
assistance, manufacturing, professional and technical services and construction sectors pay 
above the city and county average wage. 

Exhibit 28. Top Industries Covered Employment and Average Pay by Sector, 10 Largest Sectors 
Ashland, 2019 
 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2019. 

 

Tourism Industries are Still a Clear Strength 

When compared to other cities in the region, between 2013 and 2020, Ashland consistently 
collected more transient occupancy taxes (Exhibit 29). 
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Exhibit 29. Transient Occupancy Taxes, 2013 - 2020 
Source: https://www.travelstats.com/tlt/oregon5 
Jurisdiction 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
Ashland $2.1M $2.1M $2.3M $2.1M $2.8M $2.9M $3.1M $2.2M 
Per Capita $103.47 $103.24 $112.72 $101.84 $135.27 $138.68 $147.23 $104.08 
Central Point $451.5K $373.3K $391.5K $481.5K $453.1K $495.0K $492.4K 

 

Per Capita  $ 26.08   $ 21.48   $ 22.39   $ 27.38   $ 25.60  $27.30 $26.80  
Jacksonville $102.5K $104.1K $117.1K $134.8K $147.2K $180.4K $166.2K $181.0K 
Per Capita  $ 36.09   $ 36.65   $ 40.66   $ 46.16   $ 49.90  $62.79 $57.63 $62.78 
Medford $2.6M $2.9M $3.3M $3.8M $3.9M $3.3M $3.4M $1.5M 
Per Capita  $ 34.25   $ 37.83   $ 42.50   $ 48.41   $ 49.00  $41.22 $41.90 $18.27 

 
The transient room taxes were consistently the highest in the July-September quarter, with the 
only exception being in 2020-21, when the April-June quarter temporarily surpassed them.  
These trends continued until 2019-2020 when they dropped to lower levels, however, the 
upward trend of tax collected has rebounded. 

Trends in transient room tax revenues in Exhibit 30 likely show negative impacts of COVID-19 
and 2020 wildfires on tourism in Ashland. However, this gives the opportunity to understand 
the base level of tourism that still occurred without large event attendees or university visitors. 
Although revenues decreased, they did not disappear entirely without these groups. 

Exhibit 30. Transient Room Tax Total Revenue, Ashland, 2000-2022 YTD 
Source: City of Ashland, March 2022 

 

 
 

5 Travel Oregon. (2020). Oregon Transient Occupancy Tax by Jurisdiction. TravelStats.  
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The performing arts and its strong impact on the local economy has helped drive employment 
in the retail, services and lodging sectors for decades. Its large role as a driver of the local 
economy was shown by the impact of performance disruptions in 2020 and 2021.  Despite a 
continued concentration in arts, entertainment and recreation and performing arts and spectator 
sports industries, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a lasting impact on employment in these 
industries (Exhibit 31). 

Exhibit 31. Jackson County Percent of Total Employment by Leisure and Hospitality Industries, 
2011-2020 
Source: QCEW, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Commercial Real Estate Market Conditions 

Ashland Retail Rents Decreasing while Vacancy Rates are Increasing  

According to available CoStar data, only 4 buildings with retail have been developed since 2007, 
totaling 89 buildings in 2021. Of the known existing retail inventory, there was an increase in 
rental price in 2018 and 2019 that has returned to levels below that of recent Jackson County 
trends in recent years, almost $1 under Jackson County’s retail rents per square foot. Retail rents 
have been consistent in both Ashland and Jackson County, with Ashland maintaining rents 
between $10-$20 outside of a spike in 2018, which eventually returned to its previous levels by 
2020, while Jackson County has been on a somewhat upwards trend in the last few years, while 
still remaining below $20 per square foot. Vacancy rates have been increasing, toward 5% 
vacancy. 

Exhibit 32. Retail Rents per Square Foot and Retail Vacancy Rates in Ashland, 2009 to 2022 
Source: CoStar, 20226   

 

Ashland Office Rents and Vacancy Rates Decreasing 

According to available data, there has been an increase of 7 new office buildings in Ashland 
since 2007, to a total of 64 in 2021. Rents have been variable, with Ashland rents spiking in 2018, 
before entering a period of steady decline. Office vacancies have been decreasing in both 

 
 

6 CoStar is a proprietary data provider for the real estate industry. Of its residential data, it focuses on multifamily 
properties with 4+ units. While CoStar is one of the best sources for multifamily data, it has gaps and limitations. 
Newer buildings and those that are professionally managed are more likely to have reliable information, while 
smaller, older buildings may have incomplete or missing data. 
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Ashland and Jackson County since spiking in 2013 and 2014. Ashland reached a 1% vacancy in 
2020, a sign that what limited office stock is available may be insufficient for growth in 
industries that might require space (Exhibit 33). 

Exhibit 33. Office Rents per Square Foot and Vacancy Rates in Ashland, 2009 to 2022 
Source: CoStar, 2022   
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Broadband 

Many Oregon cities have taken direct action to address the broadband needs of residents and 
visitors. Since the 1990’s, the community has had increasingly improved access to internet and 
telecommunication networks. Presently, Ashland has 93% coverage and around 18 internet 
providers, with most areas being served by at least 140+ Mbps downloading speed.7 When 
considering the future of work and school in Ashland, employer, worker and student access to 
internet will be important. According to the 2020 OBAC Report, Oregon’s information and 
communication technology infrastructure and the capacity of Oregon to utilize these 
technologies for economic growth, community development and public safety is an important 
public policy issue, and will determine the state’s future economic growth and development. In 
addition, because of the massive disruption caused by COVID-19, increased reliance on 
telework, telehealth and distance learning have caused demand and utilization of broadband 
telecommunications to spike.  

Exhibit 34. Maximum Download Speed Available in Ashland 
Source: Oregon Broadband Mapping Project, 2022 
https://geo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=002a3eee6efb48a1868b4494168d730a  

 

 
 

7Broadband in Oregon A Report of the Oregon Broadband Advisory Council, 2020,  
https://www.oregon.gov/biz/Publications/Boards/Oregon%20Broadband%20Advisory%20Council%20(OBAC)/BroadbandR
pt2020.pdf  
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4. Engagement  

Data analysis can reveal certain trends in the economy, but to understand how these elements 
intersect with day-to-day life in Ashland, speaking with local stakeholders is required. 
Conversations add nuanced detail that do not appear in census or tax data and can help 
differentiate how urgent some issues have become. In addition, good data often lags by months 
to years. In this turbulent economy, hearing about the current barriers helps to keep the analysis 
as contemporary as possible.  

Stakeholder Discussions 

As part of this process the consultant team spoke with over 40 local stakeholders. These 
included representatives from Southern Oregon University, Oregon Shakespeare Festival, 
downtown retailers, commercial and residential developers, outdoor recreation enthusiasts, 
health care institutions, and many, many more.  

While each conversation presented a unique view on the local economy and the specific threats 
and opportunities that exist, certain themes did emerge:  

• Quality of Life is an Economic Development Driver.  Worker and business attraction 
for Ashland is often driven by the quality of life of the area, as opposed to specific 
logistical or research advantages. Instead of business attraction efforts, the city has 
benefitted from business owner attraction. People chose to work or operate a business in 
Ashland because they appreciate the natural beauty, arts and culture, restaurants, park 
system, intellectual offerings and quality of schools. While these trends continue, the 
price floor of people relocating to the city has been gradually raising over the years, 
limiting the number of entrepreneurs the city can attract.  

• Local businesses managed disruptions by being both nimble and steady.  The 
pandemic was challenging to all businesses, but more so to those that required in person 
sales or services. Many have gone from laying off most their staff to trying to hire them 
all back. If not for federal and state assistance, many more would have closed. The 
period did provide opportunities as well. Some businesses benefitted from a different 
visitor base. Many diversified their approach to generating revenue (for example, many 
of the vineyards increased their direct-to-consumer (DtC) ecommerce sales). There is 
cautious optimism for the rest of 2022.   

• Labor attraction has been difficult. Recovery has been slowed by finding enough of or 
the right type of labor. While this is seen as temporary, certain issues like childcare 
availability and workforce housing have many business owners feeling like this may be 
a ongoing challenge. This appeared to impact hiring across a variety of salary levels. 

• Frustration with local leadership. There is a lack of confidence in the cohesion of the 
vision of local political leadership and the City’s support for the business community.  
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• Change was underway prior to the pandemic. The City is changing and there is some 
anxiety as to the ability to navigate that change. This included fears about wild fires, the 
vibrancy of the downtown, the aging population, the increase in housing costs, and 
long-term viability of anchor institutions.  

• Excitement for the future. There is resolve in the ability for Ashland to return to its 
previous form. There is also optimism on the many opportunities that exist for the city 
to pivot towards. There are sites like Croman Mill and SOU properties that could be 
catalytic in unlocking new business hubs in town. Outdoor recreation established itself 
as a viable companion to performing arts. Healthcare can continue to grow and attract 
users from throughout the region.  

The survey undertaken supported many of the themes from the individual conversations. The 
level of response helped to clarify the prioritization of the various issues and the urgency for 
specific changes.  
Survey  

Approach and Rationale 

In March 2022, ECONorthwest fielded a stakeholder survey on behalf of the Ashland Chamber 
of Commerce. The survey was intended to inform the Economic Diversification Study. It was 
part of a broader engagement process that also included key person interviews and focus group 
meetings. The survey intended to solicit input from a broader range of stakeholders but not get 
as in depth on specific topics as the interviews or focus groups. The survey included 31 
questions in several sections: 

• Perceptions of Ashland’s economy and local innovation capacity 
• Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) 
• Opportunities for economic diversification 
• Business characteristics and expansion plans (only business owners/managers 

completed this section) 
• Respondent characteristics 

The survey was administered through Qualtrics, an online survey platform.8 The Chamber 
provided ECONorthwest a mailing list of more than 1,000 stakeholders from Ashland and the 
broader Rogue Valley region. We characterize this as a “targeted sample” as the intent was to 
get input from individuals knowledgeable about the local economy. The survey was what we 
characterize as a “scoping survey”; the intent was to collect input that represents the range of 
perspectives of the sample population. The results reflect the perspectives of individuals who 
completed the survey and should not be interpreted to reflect the perspectives of all Ashland 

 
 

8 https://www.qualtrics.com 
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residents. Exhibit 35 summarizes the sample population and responses. ECO received 231 
responses yielding a 23% response rate. 

Exhibit 35. Survey Response Summary 
Total email solicitations 1,112 
Bounced addresses 114 
Effective sample size 998 
Responses 231 
Response rate 23.1% 

 

Key Takeaways 

§ Survey respondents most frequently indicated that they perceived Ashland’s 
economy to be in fair condition, frequently citing the COVID-19 pandemic, tourism 
industry, and Oregon Shakespeare Festival as reasoning behind their answers. 

§ As a place to do business, respondents also most frequently rated Ashland as fair, 
with common answers referencing difficulties around regulations, taxes, and general 
ease of business, as well as reiterating strengths and weaknesses of tourism. 

§ A majority of respondents agreed that Ashland has a high quality of life overall. More 
than half of respondents agreed that regional marketing and branding promote 
economic development. 

§ The top themes that respondents discussed for diversifying Ashland’s economy 
referenced higher education, outdoor recreation, and the food and wine industry. 
Within these categories Southern Oregon University, mountain biking, and diverse 
dining options were popular ideas. 

§ Over half of respondents were business owners or managers in Ashland, with a wide 
range of industries and experience. The majority indicated that they did plan to expand 
within the next five years, but only 50% of that group planned to expand in Ashland. 

§ Reasons cited for potentially locating elsewhere included access to workforce, 
housing and commercial rental costs, and concerns about tourism rebounding. 

§ Following national level trends, hiring has been difficult for roughly two-thirds of 
businesses in the survey who have attempted to do so in the past year. Reasons 
frequently cited include lack of candidates, COVID-19, and poor work ethic.  

§ Additionally, when looking for business, owners often listed affordable housing, 
networking opportunities, and tax relief. For employee training, communication and 
technology skills were the top cited needs. 

§ Frustration with government processes and perception around business climate were 
challenges cited by business owners. Despite a relatively small sample size, qualitative 
answers from business owners in Ashland indicated frustration with the high cost of 
doing business and overly rigid regulations from the City. 
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Local Economy and Innovation Capacity 

The first set of questions covers basic perceptions about Ashland’s current economy and assets. 

Overall, how would you rate Ashland as a place to do business at this time? 

When asked about Ashland as a place to do business, respondents also most frequently rated 
the city as fair (47.2%) or good (36.2%). Many echoed similar themes to their description of 
Ashland’s current economy, including the impacts of COVID, challenges around housing, 
positives and negatives of tourism, and frustration with taxes and regulations for businesses. 

“Having owned and run a bed and breakfast in Ashland for the past 27+ years has shown us that 
Ashland can, in fact, be a great place to do business. However, as we all know, Ashland is, 
basically, an 8 Month City, traditionally relying heavily on the success of the OSF performance 
season to facilitate the much-needed tourism that supports many ancillary businesses.” 

 
Exhibit 36. Assessments of Ashland’s Current Business Atmosphere 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Stakeholder Survey, Spring 2022 

 

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following 
statements 

Respondents agreed or strongly agreed most frequently with the statement “Ashland has a high 
quality of life” (84%), with only 3% disagreeing. The most commonly disagreed or strongly 
disagreed with statement was “Ashland has a diverse and healthy economy” (50%). On other 
areas responses were mixed, with a lean towards agreement that Ashland has a strong culture 
for innovation/entrepreneurship and maintains public infrastructure. Many chose a neutral 
option about Ashland’s connection to the region for economic development and innovation. 
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Exhibit 37. Level of Agreement with Statements about Economic Conditions 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Stakeholder Survey, Spring 2022 

Statement Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Total 
Responses 

Ashland has a strong culture of 
innovation and entrepreneurship 

14% 46% 23% 14% 4% 217 

Ashland has a diverse and healthy 
economy 

  

1% 22% 27% 38% 12% 212 

Ashland has a welcoming business 
climate  

9% 33% 30% 21% 8% 209 

Ashland has a high quality of life 
  

34% 50% 12% 2% 1% 219 

Key innovation assets in Ashland 
and the region are linked physically 

6% 32% 42% 14% 6% 171 

Ashland and the region have strong 
networks that support economic 

development 

8% 28% 33% 25% 6% 201 

People outside our region perceive 
we have a strong environment for 

economic development 

7% 29% 31% 25% 8% 182 

Ashland has and maintains public 
infrastructure to adequately support 

existing and future economic 
development needs 

15% 41% 18% 21% 5% 208 

 

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement on leadership, culture and 
networks in Ashland and the region 

In questions about the economic conditions of Ashland, responses were more varied than the 
previous set. The strongest agreement was for the statement “Regional marketing and branding 
promote economic development” with 55% responding positively, while 43% disagreed with 
another statement that “local leadership is well connected throughout the region.” 

Exhibit 38. Level of Agreement with Statements about Leadership, Culture, and Networks 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Stakeholder Survey, Spring 2022 

 Statement Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Total 
Responses 

Local leadership is well connected 
throughout the region  

3% 22% 32% 35% 8% 193 

Entrepreneurs are well connected 
throughout the region  

5% 37% 35% 19% 4% 189 

Our culture supports economic 
development  

7% 29% 30% 27% 6% 205 

Local elected officials support 
economic development  

4% 26% 25% 28% 18% 200 

Local government staff support 
economic development  

3% 30% 30% 21% 15% 191 

Regional marketing and branding 
promote economic development 

14% 41% 24% 14% 6% 201 

Economic development 
organizations effectively support 

economic development 

10% 32% 36% 13% 8% 181 
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Please list the top three elements of Ashland’s economy you think present the 
greatest opportunities for economic diversification 

The top three themes that respondents gave for diversifying Ashland’s economy referenced 
higher education, outdoor recreation, and the food and wine industry. Regarding education, 
Southern Oregon University was referenced most often, particularly for creating partnerships 
and providing a stream of young talented professionals. While many kept their description of 
outdoor recreation opportunities broad, some specifically called out mountain biking, rafting, 
and hiking. Within the food and wine category, destination restaurants, food trucks, vegetarian 
establishments, farm-to-fork festivals, and regional wine marketing were all raised. 

“Be willing to change the way we've always done things with consideration for the realities of 
climate change. Ashland could become a leader/model for other communities making modifying, 
changing and diversifying how we do business” 

 

If you plan to expand your business in the next five years, please indicate how you 
expect your business to grow. 

Business owners looking to 
expand indicated that they 
anticipated needed roughly 
six new full-time employees 
in the next five years. 

Only 22 respondents 
indicated a need for more 
floor area space or land. 

Exhibit 39. Anticipated New Business Needs in Five Years 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Stakeholder Survey, Spring 2022 
 
11.4 
Average Full Time 
Employees Now 
 

6.3 
Estimated Need for New 
Full Time Employees 

2,721 sq ft. 
Average Additional 
Floor Area Needed 

15.3 
Average Total 
Employees Now 

 2.3 acres 
Average Additional 
Land Needed 
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Business Expansion and Challenges 

These questions are further filtered from those who own a business in Ashland and only 
continued if the person responded that they were looking to expand their business. 

Do you plan to expand your business in the next five years? If you plan to expand your 
business in the next five years, will you expand in Ashland? 

The majority of respondents answered that 
they did plan to expand within the next five 
years (56.5%). 

However, only 50% of this number indicated that 
they would expand their business in Ashland. 

Exhibit 40. Anticipated Expansion in Five 
Years 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 
 

 

Exhibit 41. Decision to Expand in Ashland 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 
 
 

        
 

 

If no, please explain why not. 

For written responses, people indicated factors that contributed to their uncertainty about 
expanding in Ashland, including labor availability, business costs, housing, and space concerns. 

“Yes, as much as possible. But expanding in Medford is simpler and easier due to available of 
licensed professionals and entry-level labor (who can develop into licensed professionals).” 

“This question could go either way. Much depends on the availability of affordable 
manufacturing space and housing for workforce.” 
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“If the economy can bounce back then we would love to stay in Ashland. Unfortunately the cost 
of doing business here is very high and with no tourism or much local shopping we will be forced 
to a busier area.” 

Have you hired new employees in the last year? Was it difficult to fill positions? 

Over half of business owners had hired new 
employees in the last year; these respondents 
were asked follow ups about the process. 

Following national level trends, out of the 52 
business owners who had hired in the last year 
65.4% had difficulty finding employees.  

Exhibit 42. Hiring in Past Year 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 

Exhibit 43. Difficulty Hiring in Past Year 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 

 

What areas of assistance are most needed to help your business grow and succeed? 

In this question the 89 people who responded were able to select as many options as applied; on 
average 4 answers were selected. Affordable housing was the most frequently selected option, 
There was also room for write-in answers, including: 

“Marketing expertise. Hard to find people that want to help but wish to change the program so 
not too helpful so far” 

“Provide a welcoming environment where people want to come, visit and live” 

  

65.4%

34.6%

Yes No n=52
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Exhibit 44. Assistance Needed for Business Owners 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 
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5. Peer Cities and Industry Trends 

Selection Criteria 

As a part of identifying strategies for Ashland, we explored what other cities have done to 
diversify their economies and specifically how they have managed to bounce back from the 
economic impacts of COVID-19. We evaluated jurisdictions for the strategies and unique 
programs that they have implemented, focusing initially on strides in infrastructure, balance of 
target industries, new investments in mature downtowns, and plans to embrace seasonality. 

Themes that we used to search for peer cities were outdoor recreation opportunities, wine 
industry, performing or other arts scenes, university towns, remote work/ecommerce sectors, 
and light manufacturing. The places that we identified shared a relatively small population 
(under 100,000) and are located in the Western United States, with two in Oregon (Bend and 
McMinville). 

City Outdoor 
Recreation 

Wine 
Industry 

Performing or 
Other Arts 

University Remote 
Work 

Bend, OR X    X 
McMinville, OR  X  X  
Healdsburg, CA  X    
Santa Fe, NM   X  X 

 

Lessons Learned from Peers 

Outdoor Recreation:  

• Understand your trails -- the current demands and the tools needed to manage those users.  
• Prepare for climate disruptions in August and September.  
• There are many layers of land management entities that need to be key partners to avoid 

confusion and to work constructively to archive multiple objectives.  
• Think ahead on parking and infrastructure needs.   
• Gravel cycling is growing.  
• Family friendly opportunities are important (biking trails, floating river, obstacle course, 

educational elements).  
• Put family-friendly events in downtown.  
• Capitalize on snow sports.   
• Hotels should provide bikes.  
• Mix public art and outdoor recreation.  
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Specialty food and beverage:  

• Wine industry is more resilient after pivoting to online clubs and new regional identity.  
• Outdoor games are popular at vineyards, breweries.  
• Ancillary interest (cider, pickling, etc.) are popular. 
• Culinary events help to give an excuse for people to book trips.  
• Most visits are a combination of wine tasting, shopping, and nice meals. Make sure those things 

are strong. 
• People love to walk/bike as part of their experience.  
• Local investors can help grow businesses/industries. May be a role in facilitating connections.  
• Interest in distilleries still growing.  

Common Strategies  

• Managing growth: Be proactive in building infrastructure prior to growth.  
• Explore barriers to scaling up for local culinary/beverage enterprises.  
• Focus on a handful of goals. Understand primary vs. secondary assets.  
• Capitalize on walkability.  
• Provide grants to those that want to try to new events/activities. Support those people trying new 

things.  
• Youth programs (STEAM summer programs, etc.) can help to provide exposure to different 

sectors and diversify audience.  

Industry Trends 

Trends in Wine 

• Rogue Valley had fairly static numbers between 2019 and 2020, with number of 
vineyards increasing from 201 to 205, all planted acreage increasing from 5,637 to 5,746, 
harvested acreage increasing from 4,935 to 5,412, yield per harvest decreasing from 3.10 
to 2.87, and production increasing from 15,318 to 15,535 (2020 Oregon Vineyard and 
Winery Report).9  

• In 2021, Pinot Noir shipments accounted for 54.8% of all Direct-to-Consumer shipments 
from Oregon, with a doubling in the share of total DtC shipping value from a decade 
ago that is also paired with a doubling of its share of volume shipped, all while prices 
have been rising (2022 Direct-to-Consumer Wine Shipping Report).10 

 
 

9 Institute for Policy Research and Engagement, 2020, 2020 Oregon Vineyard and Winery Report 
https://industry.oregonwine.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2020-Winery-Vineyard-Report-8-31-21-Rev.pdf 
10 Sovos ShipCompliant, 2022, 2022 Direct to Consumer Wine Shipping Report 
https://www.sovos.com/shipcompliant/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2022/01/2022-Direct-to-Consumer-Wine-Shipping-
Report.pdf 
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• Wineries, wine bars, museums, coffee shops, parks, unique shopping, and the walkable 
and interesting downtown add further appeal (Travel Ashland 2021 Visitor Research 
Analysis)11 

Trends in Art 

§ The nonprofit arts and culture sector is a significant industry in the Southern Oregon 
Area – one that generates $100.6 million in total economic activity, supporting 3,365 full-
time equivalent jobs, generates $65.4 million in household income to local residents and 
$8.7 million in local and state government revenue. 

§ Of 476 surveyed event attendees for cultural events in the Southern Oregon Area during 
2016, attendees spent an average of $143.96 per person, per event, and 82.4% were 
nonresidents of Jackson County. In addition, nonresident attendees spent an average of 
569% more per person than local attendees ($169.40 vs. $25.31). 

§ Art has been shown to be useful in attracting visitors, with 76.5% of those surveyed 
indicating that the primary purpose of their visit to the Southern Oregon Area was 
“specifically to attend this arts/cultural event”.12 

§ Bend, Oregon has a CVI (Creative Vitality Index) value of 1.01, compared to Medford 
which has a CVI value of 1.68. Graphic designers were the fastest growing creative 
occupation in the Bend, and the creative industries generated $33.5 million in earnings, 
compared to Medford, where the creative industries generated $60 million in earnings. 
Nonprofits play an important role in both cities, with creative and cultural nonprofit 
organizations bringing in a collective $11.2 million for Bend, while Medford is host to 53 
different nonprofit organizations that generated $35 million in revenue. Of these, theatre 
companies generated the most revenue of all nonprofits in Medford, generating $23 
million dollars.13 

Trends in Outdoor Recreation 

§ One study found that in 2019, outdoor recreation in Oregon supported $15.6 billion in 
spending, and supported 224,000 full and part-time jobs in Oregon.  

§ Among other public benefits, recreational spaces in Oregon provide clean, drinkable 
water, carbon sequestration, scenic beauty, and habitats for plants and animals.  

§ Jackson County Economic Contribution of Outdoor Recreation in Oregon 

§ Trip-related spending: $310,974,000 (13th in state) 

§ Employment: 3,225 jobs (14th in state) 

 
 

11 Destination Analysts, 2021, Travel Ashland Visitor Research and Analysis 
12 Americans for the Arts, 2017, Arts & Economic Prosperity 5 
13 CVSuite, 2021, The 30 Most Creative Small Cities 
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§ Labor income: $120,626,000 (14th in state) 

§ Output: $307,924,000 (11th in state) 

§ GDP Contributions: $163,486,000 (9th in state) 

§ State and local tax: $16,156,000 (11th in state)14 

§ Both past visitors and non-visitors focused on Ashland’s beauty and outdoor assets in 
describing the city and its strengths (Travel Ashland 2021 Visitor Research Analysis) 

§ Overall, 95% of Oregon residents participated in at least one outdoor recreation activity 
in Oregon during 2017. Of these, the groups with the lowest outdoor recreation activity 
were the middle old (ages 75-84) and low income (< $25,000) groups.  

§ With the exception of gardening / landscaping, participation in all recreation activities 
decreases with age, and projections show the number of Oregonians aged 60 and older 
will increase by 33% between 2018 and 2030. 

§ The most common barriers to visiting Metro parks and natural areas were a lack of 
awareness, knowing where these areas are located, the parks being too far away to get to 
easily, a lack of emotional attachment to these areas, not knowing where to get 
information about these places, limited public transportation to these places, and an 
inability to take pets to these places. In addition, the most common barriers to visiting 
parks in the Portland region (not just Metro) were a lack of free time, or a fear of crime 
and the perception that parks are not safe. 

§ A study (Health Benefits Estimates for Oregonians from Their Outdoor Recreation Participation 
in Oregon) calculated that the energy expenditure from physical activity related to 
outdoor recreation participation by residents in kilocalories expended or burned is a 
conservative 503 billion kcal per year. In addition, the total annual cost of illness savings 
to Oregon from their participation in these outdoor recreation activities is conservatively 
calculated to be $1.416 billion.  

§ There is a strong relationship between family income and physical activity with low-
income families being most prone to obesity.15 

 

Trends in Tourism 

§ Ashland performs well for outdoor recreation, off-the-beaten-path ambiance, family 
friendliness, accommodations, wineries, performing arts, and winter recreation, but 
slightly under-performs in leisure travel survey respondents in comparison to the Pacific 

 
 

14 Mojica, J., Cousins, K., Madsen, T., 2021, Economic Analysis of Outdoor Recreation in Oregon. 
15 Oregon Parks and Recreation Department, 2017, Outdoor Recreation in Oregon: Responding to Demographic and 
Societal Change 
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Northwest as a whole for most attributes, including scenic beauty, welcoming 
atmosphere, affordability, restaurants and dining, historic sites/attractions, etc, based on 
survey results of what respondents said are important characteristics when selecting a 
destination.16  

§ High potential visitors describe Ashland with words and terms that align with the 
destination’s brand of arts & culture and nature.17 

§ Culture and nature are focuses of Ashland’s destination brand, with both visitors and 
non-visitors focusing on Ashland’s beauty, outdoor assets, and arts and culture. 
Wineries, wine bars, museums, coffee shops, parks, unique shopping, and the walkable 
and interesting downtown add further appeal. 

§ In 2018, international visitors spent $1.39 billion in Oregon, a 4.9% increase from 2017, 
compared to the national average of 1.2%. 

§ Every $1 invested in the 2017 Oregon ad campaign generated $157 in visitor spending & 
about $8 in state and local tax revenue, with tourism jobs employing 115,700 people and 
generating $12.3 billion in revenue.18 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

16 Destination Analysts, 2021, Executive Summary 
17 Destination Analysts, 2021, Executive Summary 
18 Oregon Tourism Commission, 2019. Year in Review FY 2018-2019 
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6. SWOT Analysis  

This section elaborates on the specific strengths, weaknesses, opportunists, and threats in 
Ashland’s economy. We developed the themes highlighted below as a part our widely 
distributed stakeholder survey, targeted focus groups, and robust interview process. 

As part of stakeholder interviews and focus groups, we asked targeted questions and directed 
discussion towards topics related to strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, 
particularly concentrating on opportunities for economic diversification. In the stakeholder 
survey (detailed in Chapter 5), we designed one section to focus explicitly on what respondents 
saw as the three biggest contributors they saw for each area of the SWOT.  

Themes that we identified in engagement are further supported here by findings from data 
analysis (detailed in Chapter 3). In each section below we include a list of initial themes, 
detailed findings from engagement, illustrative data points, and final prioritization for 
recommendations (Chapter 8). 

Strengths 

At the beginning of our analysis, we identified the following categories as strengths based on 
conversations with stakeholders and research: 

§ Quality of Life: High caliber healthcare, strong public schools, public fiber network 

§ Quality of Place: Natural beauty, walkable downtown, popular park system, regional 
amenities, convenient location near I-5 

§ Established Tourism: Performing arts, outdoor recreation, culinary experiences (wine 
and restaurants) 

§ Higher Education: Southern Oregon University, Rogue Community College 

§ Local Brand: Active marketing and distinct character 

§ Niche Manufacturing: Medical equipment, agricultural products, green technology 

§ Population: High education levels, disposable income 

§ Ashland Coalition: Coordination and problem-solving entity 

 

What We Heard 

The second section of the stakeholder survey asked respondents to list the top three strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for Ashland’s economy in their perspective. Performing 
arts (including the Oregon Shakespeare Festival), an established tourism appeal, and the natural 
beauty of the area were the most commonly referenced:  
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“Still well known in many places mainly due to OSF” 

“OSF and SOU bringing visitors and residents” 

“Beautiful environment to attract visitors and employees” 

“Place - We love where we live, it's beautiful and connected” 

“It's set up as a good tourist town” 

“It is a desirable place to live or visit.” 

 
Exhibit 45. Most Frequently Cited Strengths of Ashland’s Economy 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 
Note: This graphic highlights themes included in 10% or more of responses due to a high volume of low-choice themes 

 
 

Other key themes that surfaced included Ashland’s advantageous location along I-5 and ability 
to draw in visitors from both California and Oregon. Respondents further indicated the high 
quality of life in Ashland as an asset with amenities like arts and culture, good restaurants, and 
opportunities for outdoor recreation. In terms of the population itself, many pointed to 
Ashland’s high incomes and education levels as a current strength. The charming downtown, 
established reputation, and supportive community were also frequently mentioned. 
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What the Data Say 

Data collected about Ashland’s economy indicates existing industries that have high potential 
based on their combination of high average location quotient, employment of more than 50 
workers, and higher wages than the average in Ashland in 2019 (Exhibit 46).  

Exhibit 46. Concentration of Industries and Employment, Ashland, 2019 
Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages 
Note: Green highlighting indicates higher than Ashland’s average wage in 2019.  

 

Although some of these industries emerged less frequently during the survey, miscellaneous 
manufacturing and health care services were topics mentioned during interviews that are 
supported by data as strong sectors. These are potential places where Ashland already has seen 
some growth that could be leveraged as part of an economic diversification strategy. 

 High Employment 
(more than 50 employees) 

Low Employment 
(at least 10 employees) 

High 
Location 
Quotient 

§ Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry 
§ Construction of Buildings 
§ Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
§ Wholesale Electronic Markets and Agents and Brokers  
§ Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers  
§ Food and Beverage Stores  
§ Sporting Goods, Hobby, Musical Instrument, and Book 

Stores  
§ Miscellaneous Store Retailers  
§ Nonstore Retailers  
§ Publishing Industries (except Internet) 
§ Ambulatory Health Care Services 
§ Performing Arts, Spectator Sports, and Related 

Industries 
§ Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation Industries 
§ Accommodation 
§ Food Services and Drinking Places 
§ Personal and Laundry Services 
§ Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and 

Similar Organizations 
§ Private Households 

§ Chemical Manufacturing 
§ Health and Personal Care 

Stores  
§ Securities, Commodity 

Contracts, and Other Financial 
Investments and Related 
Activities 

Low 
Location 
Quotient 

§ Specialty Trade Contractors 
§ Food Manufacturing 
§ Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable Goods  
§ Building Material and Garden Equipment and Supplies 

Dealers  
§ Gasoline Stations  
§ Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores  
§ General Merchandise Stores  
§ Credit Intermediation and Related Activities 
§ Insurance Carriers and Related Activities 
§ Real Estate 
§ Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services 
§ Administrative and Support Services 
§ Educational Services 
§ Nursing and Residential Care Facilities 
§ Social Assistance 
§ Repair and Maintenance 

§ Crop Production 
§ Merchant Wholesalers, Durable 

Goods  
§ Support Activities for 

Transportation 
§ Motion Picture and Sound 

Recording Industries 
§ Management of Companies 

and Enterprises 
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Educational attainment is high in Ashland, 
with 59% of the population 25 years of age 
or above holding at least a bachelor’s 
degree. This indicates potential for growth 
in more high-earning fields and a strong 
workforce for white collar jobs.  

Prioritization 

As the combined result of engagement and 
data, the strengths of Ashland’s economy 
that emerged as priorities to leverage for 
diversification were the city’s high quality 
healthcare system, the publicly available 
fiber network, walkable downtown areas, 
established performing arts industry, 
outdoor recreation and culinary 
opportunities, programs and resources at 
Southern Oregon University, and niche 
manufacturing. 

 

Weaknesses  

As we heard from stakeholders about Ashland’s economic strengths, we also found the 
following categories as commonly referenced challenges for the city’s economy: 

§ Affordability: Housing, childcare, general cost of living 

§ Diversity: Economic, racial/ethnic, age groups 

§ Government: Political leadership, business friendliness and regulations 

§ Reliance on Tourism: Low wage employment, susceptible to disruptions 

 

What We Heard 

In describing Ashland’s top weaknesses, stakeholder survey respondents often pointed to high 
costs of housing (and other living expenses), the reliance on tourism (particularly Oregon 
Shakespeare Festival), and challenges with local government and leadership: 

“Lack of communication between the City and business owners” 

“Overemphasis on Shakespeare” 

Exhibit 47. Educational Attainment For Population 
25 Years Plus, Ashland, Jackson County, and 
Oregon, 2015-2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015-2019 ACS 5-year estimate, 
Table B15003. 
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“Over-reliance on summertime tourism (smoke season)” 

“Too expensive to secure housing for many early-career and families” 

“Lack of workforce housing therefore lack of workforce” 

 

Exhibit 48. Most Frequently Cited Weaknesses of Ashland’s Economy 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 

Note: This graphic highlights themes included in 5% or more of responses due to a high volume of themes 
 

Stakeholders also discussed issues with the summer smoke season (which came up again more 
prominently in regard to threats), a lack of business diversity, and specific business challenges 
such as a perception of high taxes, high commercial rents, anti-growth sentiments, and 
difficulty hiring qualified workers. 

 

What the Data Say 

Changes in the number of establishments, employees, and average wages between 2019 and 
2020 help to indicate which industries may be more vulnerable and associated with economic 
weaknesses. In 2019, four of the five highest employing industries in Ashland had an average 
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pay per employee that was lower than the city overall, including accommodation and food 
service; retail; arts, entertainment, and recreation; and other services (Exhibit 49). 

 

Exhibit 49. Top Industries Covered Employment and Average Pay by Sector, 10 Largest Sectors 
Ashland, 2019 
 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2019. 

 

Housing that is affordable to Ashland’s workforce was also a recurring theme in conversations 
with stakeholders that is reflected in the median home sale prices in Ashland and surrounding 
communities. Only Jacksonville to the northeast had similarly high prices between 2017 and 
2020, with homes averaging nearly $150,000 more than nearby areas like Talent and Medford. 
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Exhibit 50. Median Home Sale Prices, 2017-2020, Ashland and Surrounding Communities 
Source: Southern Oregon Multiple Listing Services 

 

PrioritizationPrioritization 

Considering engagement findings and data, the weaknesses which have the most impact on the 
growth of quality jobs in Ashland are housing that is affordable to the city’s workforce, business 
regulations and restrictions, and low wage employment associated with the tourism industry. 

 

Threats 

Moving further from current weaknesses to potential future threats to Ashland’s economy, 
these themes emerged most often in our initial conversations: 

§ Climate Change: Summer smoke and wildfires, extreme heat, reduced snowpack, 
reduced water availability 

§ Housing Affordability: Workforce and family friendly housing 

§ Enrollment Decline: Public K-12 schools and Southern Oregon University 

§ Land: Available supply and cost 

§ Natural Resources for Recreation: Camping areas and trails 

§ Downtown Vibrancy: Storefront vacancies, lack of nightlife  

§ Competition: Young workers relocating, walkable downtowns 
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§ Aging: Customer base and local population 

§ Government Functionality: Development process 

§ Infrastructure: Lack of investment, stifled development 

§ Diversity of Visitor Amenities: Families, middle income households, people of color 

§ Childcare: Availability and affordability 

 

What We Heard 

By far the most frequently listed threats to Ashland’s economy were the impacts of climate 
change, including wildfires, smoke, heat, and water shortages. This also included commentary 
on lack of climate action and its potential far-reaching impacts. Although climate change was 
listed far more often than any other topic, other common themes included the COVID-19 
pandemic, frustration with government leadership, lack of housing supply and general 
affordability: 

 

“Complacence regarding energy transition and decarbonization” 

 “Climate change effecting available water and increased wildfires.” 

“Ashland not fully embracing climate change and seeing it as an opportunity to make changes to 
adapt and build a resilient community and economy” 

“People moving away or not coming because of wildfire threat and smoke” 

“City staff turn-over and loss of institutional knowledge” 

 “Anti-business sentiment among some elected leaders” 

“Low housing stock excluding min wage workers” 

“Lack of affordable housing/shrinking workforce” 
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Exhibit 51. Most Frequently Cited Threats to Ashland’s Economy 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 

Note: This graphic highlights themes included in 5% or more of responses due to a high volume of themes 
 

What the Data Say 

Although demographic concerns were not as frequently listed in survey responses, data 
illustrates that Ashland has a relatively small population of youth under 20 and large 
population of adults over 60 compared with Jackson County and Oregon overall (Exhibit 52). If 
Ashland’s population continues aging without replacement of younger residents, it may 
exacerbate issues in maintaining a sufficient workforce in the city. 
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Exhibit 52. Population Distribution by Age, Ashland, Jackson County, and Oregon, 2015-2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015-2019 ACS, Table B01001. 

 

Declining enrollment in Southern Oregon University also points to a similar trend of young 
people leaving the city. However, fewer students may also cause other issues for Ashland’s 
economy if the trend continues, such as reduced hiring of university staff, lower spending in 
local businesses, and vacancies in student housing. 

Exhibit 53. Southern Oregon University Enrollment Reports,2015-2021 
Source: Inside Southern Oregon University 

 

Prioritization 

The primary threats to economic growth in Ashland are climate change (particularly the 
impacts of wildfires, smoke, and extreme heat), availability of workforce housing, investment to 
ensure downtown vibrancy, competition for young workers with other jurisdictions, difficult 
development processes, and accessibility to a more diverse cohort of visitors. 
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Opportunities 

Initial opportunities that arose in our discussions with stakeholders and exploration into 
potential strategies included: 

§ Outdoor Recreation – Mountain and gravel biking, river sports, snow activities, 
snowmobiling, rock climbing  

§ Opportunity Sites – Croman Mill, Railroad Site, University District, Downtown, 
housing development 

§ Healthcare -- Senior care, functional medicine, wellness 

§ Remote Workers – Worker attraction, remote companies 

§ Arts and Culture – Digital arts, film industry, visual arts, culinary arts, creative direction 

§ SOU Programming – Health care, digital arts, sustainability 

§ Climate Adaptation – Green technology, renewable energy 

§ Diversity – Population demographics, retail and restaurant options 

§ Leadership – New change agents, climate leadership 

§ Small Scale Manufacturing – Device manufacturing, boutique agricultural products 

 

What We Heard 

When asked about general opportunities for growing Ashland’s economy, stakeholder survey 
respondents most often mentioned potential for outdoor recreation, followed by strategies for 
leveraging Southern Oregon University (SOU): 

“Expansion of use of the wilderness access for broader activities such as MTB, hiking, etc” 

“Diversify tourism- increase recreation tourism- hiking, yoga workshops, skiing” 

“Parks and Rec could create day tours for visitors that include hikes, visits to places of interest” 

“Cross promote- recreate during the day, see shows/dining in the evening.” 

 “Create pathways for young people to stay in the area and make carriers/lives here” 

“Incentivizing SOU graduates/students to be involved with businesses and establish 
roots in the local area” 

“Southern Oregon University students- incentivizing keeping them, supporting innovations” 
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“Keeping in mind the small-town feel with small-town rent” 

 

In addition to university programs, respondents supported initiatives to retain SOU students 
and attract youth with lifestyle amenities such as mountain biking, day tours, and skiing as well 
as rental housing options that would be affordable to young workers and families. Questions 
about Ashland’s economic opportunities garnered a wide range of opinions, with other ideas 
looking towards the future of performing arts, business friendly features to attract new 
enterprises, leveraging the region’s agriculture, and embracing remote workers. 

 

Exhibit 54. Most Frequently Cited Opportunities to Ashland’s Economy Overall 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 

Note: This graphic highlights themes included in 5% or more of responses due to a high volume of themes 
 

When asked more specifically about what opportunities there are for economic diversification, 
respondents were slightly more inclined towards education. Although many people still 
referenced SOU directly, more were likely to talk about education broadly. Outdoor recreation 
still came up frequently, particularly year-round options that could avoid high smoke season in 
the summer. New ideas for food/wine also held more favor when discussing diversification: 
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 “Education opportunities in all forms and levels” 

  “SOU could create training programs as part of the curriculum” 

 “Education in general, we could be an incubator” 

  “Expand, develop and promote OUTDOOR activities when its not smoke season”  

“Access to outdoor recreation - but must expand hiking, MTB, safe road biking trails, fishing, 
swimming, etc.” 

  “Food/Agricultural, farm-to-fork festivals/celebrations” 

 “More exciting food options, food trucks” 

 
Exhibit 55. Most Frequently Cited Opportunities to Ashland’s Economy Overall 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 
Note: This graphic highlights themes included in 5% or more of responses due to a high volume of themes 
 

What the Data Says 

Transient room tax data illustrates a rebound underway in visitor volume: although the 2021-
2022 time period is not fully available yet, revenues for July-December 2021 have already 
exceeded those from July-December 2020. If Ashland maintains or exceeds the level of visitation 
from just January-June 2021, this year will have higher revenues than the previous two. 
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Exhibit 56. Transient Room Tax Total Revenue, Ashland, 2000-2022 YTD 
Source: City of Ashland, March 2022 

 
 

Final Prioritization 

We identified the most promising opportunities based on their potential level of impact, 
support from stakeholders, and alignment with the Chamber’s goals for economic 
diversification in Ashland. These broad areas included the following: 

§ Outdoor Recreation: Leverage access to regional attractions and year-round activities 
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§ Culinary Experiences: Food production and workshops with cooking and winemaking 

§ Commercial Development: Business owner support and specialty districts 

§ Healthcare: Prepare for increasing need of senior care, build healthcare workforce 

§ Sustainability and Climate: Local renewable energy production and action on CEAP 

§ Southern Oregon University: Program connections with students and businesses 

§ Opportunity Sites: Downtown vibrancy and fostering a distinct University District   

§ Business Operations: Support resilient and sustainable business practices 

 

Special Consideration: Perspectives on Regional Performing Arts 

Regional performing arts is given a special consideration in this analysis as it has sparked a 
wide variety of conversations from stakeholders that share different perspectives on its role in 
Ashland. The Oregon Shakespeare Festival in particular surfaced as an important theme that 
was discussed both for the industry’s established presence and new challenges that have 
become apparent in the last two years. 

While performing arts are a strong attractor for tourism and placemaking that generates jobs, 
reliance on festivals and uncertainty about the pandemic and climate change impacts have been 
talking points in interviews and the stakeholder survey. Some respondents specifically called 
out the potential for a more diverse performing arts scene: 

“Continue to diversity opportunities to enjoy performing arts beyond OSF, ex. music 
venues/offerings” 

“More diversified entertainment options (e.g., city performance center, serious music 
offerings, etc.)” 

“More events throughout the year showcasing our local Artists, local musicians, farmers and 
wineries” 

Others highlighted problems with performing arts tourism when asked about future threats to 
Ashland’s economy: 

“Having a single tourism focus/draw (i.e., OSF)” 

 “Continuing dependence on Shakespeare tourism” 

“Over-reliance on summertime tourism (smoke season)” 
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During stakeholder conversations with people who work in Ashland’s performing arts 
industry, they indicated that growth in viewership has slowed in recent years, with a lack of 
diversity in theater attendees. Staffing shortages have also emerged as a result of the pandemic: 

“It’s lucky we have pandemic subsidy from the federal and state government.  Without it we 
would not be open at all.” 

“We do not intend to return to pre-pandemic staffing levels.  That said, we are also short 
on staffing even at the reduced level we planned.” 

Other performing arts venues and events in the Rogue Valley beyond Ashland contribute to the 
existing industry cluster. The Britt Festivals in Jacksonville, Holly Theater and Craterian Theater 
in Medford, and others contribute to this creative ecosystem and tourism pull. 

Moving forward in our recommendations and action plan, we believe that the performing arts 
should be seen not as a one-person show but more as part of an ensemble piece. Visitors are 
shifting to wanting to mix wine-tasting or gravel grinding with a show. This should not be seen 
as detracting from the value the performing arts play in the region, simply that the region is 
developing a more balanced visitor experience.   
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7. Economic Diversification Action Plan  

The intent of this study was to identify opportunities for economic diversification, craft a set of 
strategies and focus on actions that translate into tangible results. The strategies and actions 
described in the Action Plan build from the considerable research ECONorthwest conducted as 
part of this study. Research included review of previous plans and studies, extensive 
stakeholder engagement, and deep analysis of data on the socio-economic characteristics of 
Ashland and the Rogue Valley (Chapter 2 describes the framework for this study; Chapters 3 – 
8 provide the supporting data and analysis). 

Key opportunities for economic diversification in Ashland should build on established 
industries including the viticulture and winemaking industry (Rogue Valley AVA), tourism, 
access to higher education (Southern Oregon University), and a large share of government 
employment. It is also important to recognize the importance of economic diversification, as 
many of these industries have been affected by. 

We encourage the Chamber to think about the Action Plan as (1) Outcomes (“Where are we 
going?”) and (2) Pathways (“How we will get there?”) To that end, the Action Plan defines four 
outcomes, which we call ‘pillars,’ which contain 16 total strategies and a number of potential 
actions. The four pillars of the plan are show in Exhibit 57. 

Exhibit 57. The Ashland Economic Diversification Strategy 
 

 

The outcomes, strategies and actions presented here are consistent with the operational 
definition of Economic Diversification used for this study and follow the SMART framework 
(specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and time-based). The Action Plan is not structured in 
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order of priority – all of the pillars, strategies and actions are important to achieving the 
outcome of a more diversified and resilient economy.  

The remainder of this section presents the Ashland Economic Diversification Action Plan. We 
provide a brief overview of each pillar and then describe the corresponding strategies. Each 
strategy includes (1) a description, (2) how it relates to the SWOT analysis, (3) potential actions, 
(4) potential partners, (5) how to measure progress toward the outcome, and (6) a 
recommended first step. 

Pillar One: Foster Business Growth 

A strong economy is one in which innovative, responsible business owners are supported and 
trusted to execute on their vision. Currently Ashland’s economy is facing some headwinds as 
the risk of change can dampen the potential for positive growth. It is understandable that a 
community that has succeeded in developing a desirable mix of amenities would be cautious to 
add anything that may disrupt that success. But the risk of not allowing for growth is already 
showing in the inability for businesses to expand in the city or for many Ashland workers to 
live in town. Action is needed – though much of it depends more on mindset than money.  

This pillar is a continuation of the successful Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) program 
the Chamber has run for more than 15 years. Stakeholder engagement suggests that many 
businesses located in Ashland are considering expanding outside Ashland for a variety of 
reasons. 
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Improve Public Sector Collaboration 

The key to Ashland developing the variety of firms needed for a dynamic, balanced economy is 
allowing young companies to find space, establish themselves and grow. Based on data and 
stakeholder discussions, there are currently challenges to business retention and growth. 
Unfortunately, many come from the public sector. This challenge is not unique to Ashland, as 
many communities struggle to balance the fears of existing residents with the hope of future 
workers and residents that would also like to benefit from opportunities in Ashland. We believe 
the two biggest barriers are simple: culture and clarity. In regard to culture, cities like Medford 
and Bend have developed reputations as being willing to work with business on their initiatives 
and engage them as partners. Deserving or not, Ashland appears to have a reputation as being 
inflexible and having a “culture of no”. Of specific concern is clarity,, with businesses 
expressing frustration that expectations shift during a permitting process or are left to 
discretionary actors facing political pressure.  

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Form a working group with Chamber members and 
planning staff to identify process improvements 

• E&E (Equity and Efficiency) Audit of administrative 
review processes to highlight access barriers and 
public processes that could be expedited 

• Explore examples of Ashland’s regulatory 
adjustments during the pandemic (outdoor dining, 
etc.) and develop recommendations on how they 
can be extended or replicated  

• Conduct annual business climate survey 

 

City staff, City Council, business 
owners, Planning Commission 

How to Measure Success: 

Chamber Business Climate Survey; 
City customer satisfaction surveys 

First Step: 

Meet with city staff 
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Support Specialty Districts 

A balanced economy can also be reflected in a city’s geography and having different areas with 
identities that each exert their own gravity. In addition to downtown, there are three districts 
that show strong potential to continue developing into distinct, mixed-use areas of the city: 
University District, Railroad District, and the Croman Mill District. Each brings its own 
potential to expand past residential and commercial into areas like research, flex industrial, 
entertainment or small manufacturing.  

1. University District – Southern Oregon University has the potential to transform not 
only a few properties on its campus, but its role within the city. By developing some 
strategic locations into dense, mixed-use buildings that cater to students and young 
professionals, the organization can establish an anchor for both residential and 
commercial development.   

2. Railroad District – Already a popular part of the city, with some strategic investments 
this area could act as a walkable, nearby counterbalance to the downtown and provide 
the opportunity to define a separate cluster of retail and nightlife activities.  

3. Croman Mill District – Perhaps the property with the most potential to redefine its area, 
the former Croman Mill site can provide the type of residential and commercial 
development at scale to significantly expand the growth of the city. If the city would like 
to develop more housing for young families, this site provides an opportune landscape.  
The fact that the site remains undeveloped 15 years after the adoption of the Croman 
Mill Master Plan suggests that the master plan and implementing ordinances should be 
revisited. 
 

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

Private property owners, City of 
Ashland, SOU 
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• Explore branding concepts and public space 
improvements that build community support for 
any potential projects. 

• Develop public financing tools to invest in public 
infrastructure that can help unlock sites and achieve 
world class developments. 

• Work with the city to develop clear and consistent 
objectives that allow potential private or nonprofit 
partners to feel confident in the process. 
 

How to Measure Success: 

Projects initiated and completed 

First Step: 

Meet with SOU and focus on 
University District 

 

Establish Small Batch Ashland 

Key ingredients to a thriving micro-batch community are: (1) A strong customer base that has 
disposable incomes and values authentic goods; (2) A city brand that signifies quality and craft; 
and (3) A culinary community that supports restauranteurs and food entrepreneurs. These are 
all elements that few cities outside of Ashland have in high concentration. To better support 
current (or future) small food and beverage manufacturers, the city can provide the tools for 
those entrepreneurs to easily scale production. By partnering with an operator of a co-working 
or makerspace, a small facility could be developed with the equipment (bottling, labeling, etc.) 
that is a common barrier to growth.  

 

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Research the growth process for these types of 
enterprises and the common challenges. 

Small businesses, Rogue Valley 
Community College, SOU, Talent 
Maker City 
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• Work with local business development partners to 
develop a program to help provide specific 
technical assistance in this area.  

• Develop a mentorship program to bring in 
successful culinary entrepreneurs to help guide 
participants.  

• Identify a space that could accomplish the goals of a 
small batch commercial facility with equipment 
such as bottling and labeling machines. 

How to Measure Success: 

Number of new startups 

First Step: 

Meet with small batch makers to 
review barriers to growth.  
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Resilient/Sustainable Business Practices 

A resilient economy is only as strong as its individual businesses, and one strategy to make the 
entire local economy more flexible is to help those businesses develop plans to manage 
disruptions. Many businesses have adjusted their operations over the previous two years in 
response to the ongoing challenges of the pandemic, but less are prepared for smoke-related 
events that can cause significant loss of revenue if not fully prepared for contingency 
operations.  

 

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Convene partners and identify opportunities 

• Explore continuing the work of The Language of 
Business series to facilitate growth of technical 
assistance providers 

• Provide technical assistance for businesses 

• Encourage businesses to develop continuity of 
operations plans 

 

Business owners and managers, 
SOU, SBDC, RCC, City of Ashland, 
Travel Ashland, Smokewise Ashland 

How to Measure Success: 

Number of businesses taking action 

First Step: 

Survey chamber members on 
individual efforts 
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Pillar Two: Diversify Tourism  

As noted in the SWOT analysis, tourism may be Ashland’s biggest strength and its biggest 
weakness. From the location quotient analysis, it is clear that tourism generates significant 
employment in the service industry, lodging and retail services. Perhaps due to the level of 
success and the recent wildfire seasons, there is trepidation around the stability of this industry. 
Specifically, concerns relate to the overreliance on specific institutions to drive visitors to the 
city, primarily the Oregon Shakespeare Festival. 

The last few years have revealed how the tourism industry will need to evolve to maintain the 
level of visitors to which Ashland is accustomed.  In terms of sectors, outdoor recreation and 
culinary experiences are an obvious area for growth. With regard to the structure of the tourist 
season, the key objective is to more evenly spread visitation throughout the year to avoid smoke 
disruptions. Additionally, younger visitors appear to favor a more diverse array of activities 
and amenities. As such, crafting a well-rounded, complimentary set of amenities will help the 
stability and growth of local tourism reach this demographic.   
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Position Ashland as the Regional Base Camp for Outdoor Recreation 

For decades Ashland has attracted visitors excited to take advantage of the various outdoor 
activities that the Rogue Valley provides. This includes mountain biking, water recreation, 
downhill skiing, hiking, and other activities. The steady growth in participation rates in outdoor 
recreation has been apparent across the west coast, and it became accentuated during the 
pandemic. Despite the performing arts being severely hamstrung by pandemic limitations and 
without Southern Oregon University’s students on campus, the city still found itself a popular 
destination, largely thanks to its picturesque locale and the availability of outdoor recreation 
opportunities. Some businesses in the outdoor recreation industry reported having their 
strongest years during 2020 and 2021.  

Outdoor Recreation is a regional attraction. The Rogue Valley provides a wide variety of hiking, 
rafting, biking, snow sports and other ways to enjoy the area’s distinct natural beauty. 
Ashland’s unique role in this industry’s ecosystem is its ability to provide quality lodging, 
quality food options, and ample shopping. It’s where you want to start and end your day. 
Ashland has a strong potential to evolve its visitor given the foundation of its new brand 
launched by Travel Ashland in 2021 that provides a platform for targeting established personas, 
interests such as the outdoors, wine and culinary, family fun and the way in which they travel. 

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Coordinate with Travel Oregon on promoting 
regional attractions but branding Ashland as the 
location to stay and enjoy the other elements of the 
trip (lodging, food, spa, etc.)  

Travel Oregon, Travel Ashland, 
Travel Southern Oregon, Lodging 
partners, Outdoor Recreation 
Business Owners 
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• Encourage amenities that signal to outdoor 
recreation enthusiasts that their needs are being 
considered (private/public bike storage, trail 
information, river conditions, dog boarding needs).  

• Expand opportunities for children to participate in 
outdoor activities. (Day camps, trails, climbing) 

• Partner with event coordinators to bring wider 
variety of events into the downtown and other 
areas of the city. Build live music, food around 
them.  

 

How to Measure Success: 

Travel Ashland survey data, Travel 
Oregon Economic Impact reports, 
outdoor recreation use data 

First Step: 

Explore if any lodging needs of 
outdoor recreation tourists are 
unmet. 

 

Broaden Culinary Experiences: 

Ashland has a strong reputation of great restaurants, spectacular vineyards, and specialty items 
like high-quality chocolate and cheese. With a growing interest in how products are made and 
access to fresh ingredients, more visitors would take advantage of unique opportunities for 
culinary experiences while in the area.  

    

 

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Explore events that may bring in specific subgroups 
into the area: Cheese, Cake Decorating, Charcuterie, 
Beer, Plant-Based dining, etc.  

Local Culinary Experts, Local farms, 
RVWA (Rogue Valley Wineries 
Association), vineyards 
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• Cross-promote the various existing experiences that 
exist (wine tours, farm visits, etc.) to visitors coming 
for different reasons (theater, outdoor recreation, 
etc.) by partnering with Rogue Valley Vintners, 
Rogue Valley Food Trail and established culinary 
entities that can collaborate. 

• Explore experiences such as cooking classes, coffee 
roasting, etc. that local experts could host and cater 
to both visitors as well as residents.  

 

How to Measure Success: 

Number of culinary events, number 
of eating and drinking 
establishments (from the regional 
economist), food and beverage tax 
receipts, diversity of cuisines  

First Step: 

Catalogue existing events, 
opportunities and do a gaps analysis 
for areas that could be developed or 
existing opportunities that could be 
better promoted. Utilize OTIS (Travel 
Oregon’s Oregon Tourism 
Information System) on Travel 
Southern Oregon’s website that 
houses much of this data. 
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Extend Event Calendar  
Highlighted as the greatest threat to Ashland’s economy by an overwhelming number of 
respondents, wildfires and smoke present a significant and ongoing challenge for the tourist 
industry. While forest management may eventually help to minimize property damage and 
HVAC systems can provide viable indoor spaces during days with suboptimal air quality, the 
reality is that tourists will come in smaller numbers during fire/smoke disruptions. Scheduling 
events throughout the year will help attract tourists during those months that do not have as 
much vulnerability to fire impacts.   

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Plan more spring, fall, and winter events.  
• Market experiences like fall foliage, continue to 

promote holiday shopping and family travel, winter 
skiing or spring break trips to pull more visitors in 
during non-summer months.  

• Support performing arts businesses that attempt to 
expand their offerings into other seasons.  

• Create opportunities for pop-up music events 
throughout the year. 

• Leverage partners and opportunities in the off-
season such as new winery events with Rogue 
Table and Rogue Valley Vintners.  

• Bring back elements of the former Ashland 
Culinary festival such as chef demos, winemaker 
and beer dinners and pairings and tours.  

 

OSF, Travel Ashland, Travel 
Southern Oregon, Rogue Valley 
Vintners, other DMO’s.  Lodging and 
restaurant partners.  

How to Measure Success: 

Lodging tax (time of year), number 
and type of events by month 

First Step: 

Review existing visitor data and 
opportunities to grow specific times 
of year (winter holidays, spring 
break, fall holidays) 
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Expand Visitor Personas 

It is a testament to how great Ashland’s performing arts and hospitality sectors are that many 
traditional visitors focused their trips exclusively on attending many performances and local 
restaurants. It appears that this visitor type is shifting—in large part due to the efforts that 
Travel Ashland initiated in 2019. Audiences are looking for a more diverse experience that may 
include theater one day and rafting or wine tasting the other (or all in one day!). To attract the 
next generation of Ashland visitors, the city needs to offer a wide variety of experiences that 
cater to individuals from all walks of life. Broadening the locations of where visitors are from is 
also important in growing a wider audience that don’t just come in from San Francisco, 
Portland, or Seattle but also Los Angeles, Salt Lake City or Boise. 

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Continue Travel Ashland’s implementation of its 
new brand that had identified targeted visitor 
personas and market to them 

• Develop outdoor recreation and culinary 
experiences to provide more options 

• Support experiences for different types of families, 
including biking, berry picking, etc. 

• Support venues such as bars, breweries, and clubs 
for younger visitors to visit after performances or 
outdoor recreation activities.  

Travel Ashland, Travel Southern 
Oregon, Travel Oregon, Rogue 
Valley Vintners, other DMO’s, 
lodging and restaurant partners. 

How to Measure Success: 

Travel Ashland visitor survey 

First Step: 

Continue Travel Ashland’s strategy 
of expanding visitor personas 
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Pillar Three: Rediscover Downtown  

The core of every city is its downtown. Downtowns create economic efficiencies through the 
concentration and specialization of firms. Moreover, the economic health of a downtown area 
typically reflections the overall economic health of a locality. In short, downtown is the living 
room of a town and reflects the overall community.  

Ashland’s downtown is a key asset to the local economy in multiple ways, some of which have 
been maximized, and others which remain underleveraged. For tourists, the downtown brings 
together performing arts, shopping, dining, and park amenities all within a walkable area. For 
residents, there is a symbolic value to the downtown. Even if they may not be attending 
performances or shopping regularly at some of the stores, they appreciate certain elements 
(farmers markets, holiday shopping, etc.) at certain times of the year.  

A targeted approach to update and invigorate downtown will not only support the tourist 
market in attracting more and more diverse visitors, but also strengthen an asset that may prove 
attractive to future residents. Young professionals have come to assume that a central business 
district will be walkable, mixed use and full of bars and restaurants to appreciate after work 
hours.  
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Invest in Public Spaces 

The downtown is emerging not only from a period of pandemic-induced dormancy, but also a 
transition from a focus on a certain era of OSF visitors to a broader group with broader needs. It 
is an opportune time to explore updating the look and feel of the public spaces.  

Despite a state highway running through the middle of it, Ashland’s downtown has a 
welcoming, walkable downtown with a series of wide, tree-lined sidewalks and a handful of 
pedestrian-friendly crosswalks.  There is a need for additional investment in the public space: 
bump out crosswalks, bike infrastructure, contemporary wayfinding, improved lighting, and 
public seating. There is also need for strategic façade improvements and related public-facing 
private investments that help to maintain the charm of the downtown but create a more 
contemporary feel.  These are all fairly standard approaches to making foundational 
improvements. To add a more unique, authentic vibrancy, additional creative placemaking 
could be used to partner with artist, entrepreneurs and the community to activate underutilized 
spaces. 

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Updated branding and wayfinding to add a 
resurgent energy to the area.  

City of Ashland, Bike/Ped advocates, 
Downtown business owners, SOU, 
OSF 
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• Additional bumpouts and pedestrian infrastructure 
to continue to build off the walkable downtown.  

• Comfortable lighting to create an engaging and safe 
nighttime landscape  

• Bikeways to provide a safe route to or through 
downtown.  

• Code changes to force surface parking to include 
landscaping 

• Business beautification support (ex. share cost of 
cleaning services, landscaping, and ongoing 
maintenance) 

• Public art projects in underutilized corners of 
downtown. 

• Public safety – continuing to make people feel safe – 
an expressed important community asset 
 

How to Measure Success: 

Number of projects completed and 
amount invested, visitor survey, 
reduction in accidents, mode shift 
from cars to other modes of 
transportation, code changes 

First Step: 

Crowd source ideas for Downtown 
improvements; establish 
subcommittee of steering committee  

 

Diversify Downtown Visitors 

For the downtown to maintain and grow its number of visitors, there is a need to expand the 
tourist base to include more young families, people of color, and customers of different types of 
goods and services. Some of this may be marketing by shop owners, some may be crafting 
different types of events, or creating a broader array of activities and amenities downtown. 

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Create events that cater to different users: family 
events, Latinx music, etc.  

Travel Ashland, Downtown business 
owners, SOU, local orgs that are 
popular with young professionals 
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• Explore nontraditional spaces that may appeal to a 
younger demographic. Night market in Will Dodge 
Way, etc.  

• Explore attracting college students and more 
regional visitation to Downtown 

• Increase marketing regionally, following pandemic 
approach of more local visitor focus  

• Inventory and utilize outdoor spaces for music and 
gatherings  

 

How to Measure Success: 

Survey data on visitors 

First Step: 

Review current marketing efforts 
and events with a working group of 
diverse residents to understand 
strengths and weaknesses. 
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Support Flexible Commercial Spaces 

The traditional separation of spaces into specific uses has been eroding over the last decade as 
some business owners are rethinking what a store, bar, office, etc. means. Current business 
owners may need more flexible or outdoor spaces; for example a retail location that includes 
space in the back for fabrication, a restaurant that would like to put outdoor seating in parking 
spaces, artist studios that also include a gallery, co-working spaces that want to partner with a 
bottle shop, bars that want to allow for live music, art galleries that are wine bars or restaurants 
that are just take-out windows. The pandemic particularly showed how vibrant Ashland’s 
outdoor spaces can be with some minimal flexibility.  

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Inventory commercial spaces downtown, vacancy 
rates, upper floor opportunities and conduct needs 
assessment 

• Review occupancy permit requirements and 
process for exemptions 

• Review process for securing a permit for outdoor 
seating and what lessons were learned from short-
term allowances during the pandemic.  

• Inventory and utilize outdoor spaces for outdoor 
dining and events 
 

 

Downtown property owners, 
Downtown business owners, City of 
Ashland Community Development 
Department, Chamber Members 

How to Measure Success: 

Adjustments to the requirements or 
process for permits 

First Step: 

Inventory space and conduct needs 
assessment. 
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Create a Solar Downtown 

Climate change haunts Ashland. While there are few things that can directly mitigate the risk of 
future wildfires, the city can embrace the challenge of minimizing its carbon footprint and 
meeting the ambitious targets identified in the City’s climate action plan. The city can mobilize 
its downtown building owners to embrace rooftop solar and demonstrate the potential of 
renewable energy. Given the number of visitors that come to the downtown, the city has an 
opportunity to educate and empower visitors to embrace the challenge ahead. Engaging digital 
signage can show in real time the power that could be generated by collective action from a 
cohort of responsible business owners. Not only would this help Ashland in its efforts to 
demonstrate its modern sensibility, but it would support a burgeoning local solar industry.  

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Study potential for solar on downtown rooftops.  
• Explore partnership with SOU, other partners on 

effort. 
• Discuss funding resources for renewables at the 

state level.  

 

Local solar companies, SOU, 
Downtown building owners, City of 
Ashland, Bonneville Power 
Administration, Oregon Energy 
Trust, Oregon Department of Energy 

How to Measure Success: 

Megawatts generation capacity, 
business participants, number of 
projects completed 

First Step: 

Study potential, develop a plan. 
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Pillar Four: Expand Talent Pool  

Without qualified workers, Ashland employers will be unable to expand and develop the next 
generation of local leadership in the private sector. Labor attraction, availability, and skills sets 
are already hindering growth. The causes are both obvious and obscure, but one is clear: lack of 
workforce housing. The lack of supply and cost of existing housing causes a large number of 
Ashland workers to live in other communities. This impacts traffic (and related environmental 
effects), reliability during weather emergencies, enrollment levels at local schools, local political 
representation, and commitment to the long-term viability of Ashland. There are various 
approaches that Ashland can take to address this structural challenge.  
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Train World-Class Healthcare Workforce 

The healthcare industry generates a significant array of accessible and in-demand careers that 
provide family-sustaining wages. Ashland has large local employers, a growing senior 
population that will require additional assistance in the future, and local educational resources 
to train the future of healthcare. The healthcare community is also aware of the changes 
underway in the industry: more outpatient services, a focus on wellness and functional 
medicine, and development of regional approaches to patient attraction. Fully leveraging the 
opportunities available in health care may be the most direct approach to generating quality 
jobs that allow workers to live in Ashland.  

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Explore growth opportunities for expansion of 
Ashland-based health care employers 

• Develop a health care working group that looks into 
the local assets and opportunities for growth. 

• Understanding the competing markets and ways in 
which Ashland may have advantages for potential 
health care expansion.  

• Establish a trailing spouse program to assist 
relocating specialists.  

SOU, RCC, Healthcare businesses, 
Asante, Oregon Employment 
Department, Rogue Workforce 
Partnership 

How to Measure Success: 

Number of degrees conferred, job 
placement 

First Step: 

Meet with health providers on future 
labor needs.  
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Attract Remote Workers 

One of the traditional assumptions of job creation is that local job growth depends on local 
company growth. This has been diminished by the economic adjustments that took place 
during the pandemic. For an increasing number of workers, the workplace is wherever they can 
open a laptop and connect to the internet. Ashland is the type of place that can benefit from 
these changes, with the features that attract many remote workers: strong quality of life 
amenities and a fast internet connection. The benefit to Ashland is more talented young workers 
that support other local businesses and may settle down and start families.  

 

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

• Promote remote work in Ashland to select 
metropolitan markets (California, San Francisco, 
Puget Sound, etc.) 

• Review how competitive the Ashland Fiber 
Network is for network speeds and whether any 
investment or alternative ownership structures 
(public private partnership) could be explored.  

 

SOREDI, Travel Ashland, SOU, City 
of Ashland 

How to Measure Success: 

Percent of households with internet 
access and quality of internet 
connection, number of remote 
workers 

First Step: 

Meet with coworking operators on 
drivers of existing remote workers.  
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Increase Workforce Housing and Childcare Supply 

Ashland is a highly desirable place to live, a problem that many small cities across America 
wish they had. As a result of high interest and limited housing production, Ashland has had 
some of the highest housing costs in the state for more than two decades. Unable to keep up 
with the demand for housing units, and dealing with the growth of short term rentals, the 
market has suffered from an undersupply, resulting in rising rents and home sale prices. 

Talent, Phoenix, and Medford have long offered more affordable housing options. However, the 
housing crisis throughout the Rogue Valley has increased challenges for Ashland workers and 
residents as more housing is being planned for neighboring cities. This has resulted in many 
workers having to live in surrounding communities and many Ashland employers unable to 
hire and grow their businesses. While not a new challenge, combining this with the aging 
population threatens certain institutions, such as the enrollment in the Ashland School District.  

The city also has a shortage of childcare providers, restricting the ability of existing working-age 
adults to return to the labor force. It also impacts the attraction of new workers with young 
children to the area. A combination of labor attraction struggles and supply of viable locations, 
for the city to confront this challenge, direct assistance could be provided potential childcare 
operators regarding location assistance and permitting guidance.  

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

§ Engage in city Housing Production Strategy project City of Ashland, Affordable Housing 
organizations, institutional 
employers 
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§ Work with city or regional business development 
actors to create services that target childcare 
businesses 

§ Continue to work with city to advocate for more 
workforce housing 

§ Advocate at planning commission meetings for 
projects that expand housing supply or childcare 
facilities.  

§ Develop set of tools city can utilize to facilitate 
workforce housing construction for appropriate 
projects (public infrastructure funding, etc.) 

How to Measure Success: 

Number of housing cost burdened, 
number of workforce housing units 
constructed or available. Number of 
childcare providers.  

First Step: 

Engage with Housing Production 
Strategy, document undersupply of 
childcare.  
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Align Employer Needs with Regional Labor 

One of the challenges in the local labor market is a disconnect from what employers need and 
the skill set of local workers. In some cases, this relates to midcareer workers and in others with 
young workers. To benefit both workers and employers, more can be done to align needs and 
resources to develop those skills, either via educational institutions or via employer training 
programs.  

    

 

Potential Actions Potential Partners: 

§ Survey local businesses to understand workforce 
needs 

§ Partner with Rogue Workforce Partnership 

 

Rogue Workforce Partnership, SOU, 
RCC, Ashland School District, local 
businesses 

How to Measure Success: 

Job vacancies and unemployment 
rates 

First Step: 

Convene with Rogue Workforce 
Partnership 
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Appendix A: Ashland Economic Profile 

Additional Material 

Ashland’s population within 
its urban growth boundary 
is projected to grow by over 
1,691 people between 
2021 and 2041, at an 
average annual growth rate 
of 0.37%.19 

Exhibit 58. Forecast of Population Growth, Ashland UGB,  
2021 to 2041 
Source: Oregon Population Forecast Program, Portland State University, Population 
Research Center, 2018. 

21,936 23,627 1,691 8% increase  
Residents in 
2021 

Residents in 
2041 

New residents 
2021 to 2041 

0.37% AAGR 
 

 

From 2010 to 2015-2019, 
Ashland’s median age 
increased from 43 to 45. 

Exhibit 59. Median Age, Ashland, Jackson County, and Oregon, 
2010 to 2015-2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Decennial Census P013001, 2015-2019 ACS, 
Table B01002. 

 

In the 2015-2019 period, 49% of Ashland residents were between the ages of 20 and 59 years. 
Ashland had a larger share of people over the age of 60 than the county and state and a smaller 
share of residents under the age of 20. 
 

 
 

19 This forecast of population growth is based on Ashland UGB’s official population forecast from the Oregon 
Population Forecast Program. ECONorthwest extrapolated the population forecast for 2020 (to 2021) and 2040 (to 
2041) based on the methodology specified in the following file (from the Oregon Population Forecast Program 
website): http://www.pdx.edu/prc/sites/www.pdx.edu.prc/files/Population_Interpolation_Template.xlsx 
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Between 2010 and the 
2015-2019 period, the 
population aged 60 and 
older grew the most. 
In this time, those aged 
60 years and older grew 
by 1,718 people (from 
5,209 people in 2000 to 
6,927 people in 2018). 

Exhibit 60. Population Growth by Age, Ashland, 2010 to 2015-2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Decennial Census Table P012001 and 2015-
2019 ACS, Table B01001. 

 

Jackson County residents 
60 years of age and older 
are forecast to comprise 
32% of the population, up 
from 30% in 2020. 

Exhibit 61. Population Growth by Age Group, Jackson County, 2020 
and 2040  
Source: PSU Population Research Center, Jackson County Forecast, June 2017. 

 

About 44% of Ashland 
residents worked there. 
Residents worked in 
other cities such as 
Medford, Grants Pass, 
Portland, Central Point, 
Eugene, Talent, Salem, 
Phoenix and White City.  

 

Exhibit 62. Places Ashland Residents were Employed, 2019 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census On the Map. 
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Exhibit 63. Industry Employment Projections, 2020-2030, Jackson and Josephine Counties 
Source: Oregon Employment Department. Employment Projections by Industry 2020-2030. 

 

Exhibit 64. Oregon Job Vacancies by Geography, 2019-2021 
Source: QualityInfo, Oregon Employment Department 

 

2020 2030 Change % Change
Total payroll employment 115,090 131,720 16,630 14%

    Total private 100,910 116,760 15,850 16%
        Natural resources and mining 4,350 5,170 820 19%
            Mining and logging 550 620 70 13%
        Construction 5,820 6,630 810 14%
        Manufacturing 10,610 11,690 1,080 10%
            Durable goods 6,900 7,560 660 10%
                Wood product manufacturing 2,450 2,570 120 5%
        Trade, transportation, and utilities 24,550 27,030 2,480 10%
            Wholesale trade 3,130 3,360 230 7%
            Retail trade 17,660 19,410 1,750 10%
            Transportation, warehousing, and utilities 3,760 4,260 500 13%
        Information 1,300 1,340 40 3%
        Financial activities 4,740 5,440 700 15%
        Professional and business services 9,480 10,950 1,470 16%
        Private educational and health services 24,230 28,460 4,230 17%
            Private educational services 980 1,190 210 21%
            Health care and social assistance 23,250 27,270 4,020 17%
                Ambulatory health care services 8,620 10,610 1,990 23%
        Leisure and hospitality 12,270 16,050 3,780 31%
            Accommodation and food services 10,900 13,980 3,080 28%
        Other services 3,560 4,000 440 12%
    Government 14,180 14,960 780 6%
        Federal government 2,170 2,120 -50 -2%
            Federal government post office 440 460 20 5%
        State government 1,450 1,590 140 10%
        Local government 10,560 11,250 690 7%
            Local education 6,870 7,220 350 5%
  Self-employment 7,290 7,820 530 7%
Total employment 122,380 139,540 17,160 14%

Geography 2019 2020 2021
Change

from 2019

Oregon Statewide 57,241    44,408  96,887   69%
Portland Metro 21,218    13,429  28,014   32%
Mid-Valley 7,091      6,995    12,681   79%
East Cascades 5,673      4,402    10,771   90%
Clackamas 5,795      3,921    10,088   74%
Lane 5,414      4,029    8,857     64%
Rogue Valley 4,134      3,749    8,752     112%
Northwest Oregon 3,357      2,255    7,311     118%
Southwestern Oregon 1,745      2,195    4,801     175%
Eastern Oregon 2,147      2,527    4,199     96%
Multi-area or unknown 667         906       1,413     112%
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In 2021, the Rogue Valley had the highest vacancies for retail salespersons (6.8% of all 
vacancies), personal care aides (5.4%), restaurant cooks (3.5%) and fast-food counter workers 
(3.5%) (Exhibit 65). Given the nature of these occupations as frontline workers and high contact 
service work it’s possible that COVID-19 pandemic is still having lasting impacts in the Rogue 
Valley. Additionally, these occupations tend to pay lower wages than the average. 

 

Exhibit 65. Top Rogue Valley Occupations With the Highest Number of Job Vacancies, 2021 
Source: QualityInfo, Oregon Employment Department 

 

Occupation Vacancies
Share of all 
Vacancies

Retail Salespersons 598        6.8%
Personal Care Aides 473        5.4%
Cooks, Restaurant 310        3.5%
Fast Food and Counter Workers 305        3.5%
Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 269        3.1%
Cleaners of Vehicles and Equipment 267        3.1%
Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics 267        3.1%
Nursing Assistants 249        2.8%
Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners 201        2.3%
Childcare Workers 172        2.0%
Light Truck Drivers 149        1.7%
Cashiers 147        1.7%
Customer Sewice Representatives 144        1.6%
Team Assemblers 137        1.6%
Counter and Rental Clerks 122        1.4%
Construction Laborers 119        1.4%
Receptionists and Information Clerks 110        1.3%
Business Operations Specialists, All Other 101        1.2%
Waiters and Waitresses 101        1.2%
All Occupations      8,752 100%
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Exhibit 66. Rogue Community College Lower Division University Transfer Eligible Courses 
Enrollment by Subject, 2010-2021 
Source: Higher Education Coordinating Commission 

 

 

Meanwhile, the fastest growing occupations for 2020 to 2030 are still food preparation, office 
support, sales and transportation related occupations, all with over 13,000 anticipated openings. 

Exhibit 67. Fastest Growing Occupations in the Rogue Valley, 2020 – 2030 Projections 
Source: QualityInfo, Oregon Employment Department 
 

§ People: 

§ Ageing population, 8% decrease in people under 20 in Ashland, median age 
increased to 45 in 2015-2019 period, Jackson County’s largest growing age group is 
60+ (forecast to increase by 27% in 2040) 

§ Ashland’s population within its urban growth boundary is projected to grow by 
over 1,691 people between 2021 and 2041, at an average annual growth rate of 0.37%. 

§ Housing: 

§ The household reported median value of a house was 5.8 times the median 
household income (MHI) in 2000, and 7.8 times MHI in 2015-2019. 

§ Between 2020 and 2021 median sales prices increased by 17%, or $80,000 in Ashland, 
with a median of around $550,000 

§ Multifamily rents have increased 11 percent since 2009 in Ashland 
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§ The vacancy rate for apartments is very low at under 2 percent—below the county 
average. This makes it difficult for households to find housing in the study area if 
they need to move. 

§  

§ Economy: 

§ Great internet access 

§ Job vacancies are above pre-pandemic levels in the Rogue Valley, the third highest in 
the state (112%). 

 

8. Appendix B: Additional Survey Responses 

This appendix includes discussion about other survey questions not included in Section 4. 
 

Please indicate your overall assessment of the status Ashland’s economy 

Survey respondents most frequently indicated that they perceived Ashland’s economy to be in 
fair (48.9%) or good (37.7%) condition. When prompted for write-in comments to explain 
ratings, the most common themes were related to impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
prevalence of the tourism industry, and the positives/negatives of Oregon Shakespeare Festival. 

“My impression is that the businesses and recreational opportunities in Ashland are a higher 
caliber than other cities in the region. There is a small-town, artistic, and eclectic energy about 
the city as you walk the streets and neighborhoods. There is a tourist economy to a large extent, 
but my impression is that there are significant efforts to create more diversity to that end.” 
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Exhibit 68. Assessments of Ashland’s Current Economic Status  
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Stakeholder Survey, Spring 2022

 

 

Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement about local capacity to 
support economic diversification. 

Answers around local capacity for economic diversification fell roughly on a bell curve with 
few respondents indicating strong agreement or disagreement with the statements below. In 
general the greatest disagreement was with “the current state of the local business climate 
supports economic diversification” (41%) and the most agreed upon statement was that 
“Ashland has a mixture of assets that promote economic development” (40%). 
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Exhibit 69. Level of Agreement with Statements about Local Capacity for Diversification 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Stakeholder Survey, Spring 2022 

 

Exhibit 70. Length of Business Operation in Ashland 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Stakeholder Survey, Spring 2022 
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Question: Please indicate the relative effort you think should be given to each of the 
following approaches to economic diversification 

Respondents overall had a 
slight preference for business 
retention and expansion as 
an area of focus for 
diversification. On average, 
respondents rated this 8% 
higher as a priority than 
supporting entrepreneurs 
and startups, though 
generally both received fairly 
equal support. 

 

Exhibit 71. Preferred Approaches to Economic Diversification 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Stakeholder Survey, Spring 2022 

 

Business-Specific Questions 

In this set of questions, only those who replied that they owned or managed a business in 
Ashland were prompted to answer follow ups about their experiences in the city. 

Do you own or manage a business located in Ashland? 

Of the 165 people who answered this 
question, business owners made up 
over half of respondents (57%). 
Within this group, 89% had a 
company that was based in Ashland. 
 

In responses from business owners, 
many wrote in responses about their 
business type. Here we drew some 
assumptions and assigned as many 
as possible to a specific NAICS code. 
Based on these self-reported types, 
the most common business types 
were retail (14.8%); finance, 
insurance and retail (14.8%); tourism 
and hospitality (12.3%); and other 
services (12.3%). 

Exhibit 72. Share of Business Owners 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, Spring 2022 
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What contributed to challenges in filling open positions? 

Lack of candidates was the most cited reason for difficulty hiring, even more so than the 
COVID-19 pandemic. In this question the 34 respondents who had hired recently could select 
more than one option, and many chose both options. For write-in answers additional concerns 
included seasonality of business and the business’s ability to pay what employees need. 

Exhibit 73. Reasons for Hiring Challenges 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 

What areas of training do your employees need? 

In describing the areas of training that employees need, 11 survey takers provided a response. 
Five each cited communication and technology as priority skills, three wanted to see more 
management skills, professionalism, and work ethic, while single answers included marketing 
and sales expertise. 

 

Respondent Characteristics 

This final survey section asked respondents to provide basic demographic information. 
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The average age of survey 
respondents is 59 years; 
14 years higher than the 
median age in Ashland in 
2015-2019 of 45 years 
(Exhibit 59). 
 
The minimum age of 
respondents was 30 
years, with the greatest 
share falling into the 60-
75 years category. 
 

Exhibit 74. Age of Survey Respondents by Selected Categories 
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 

 

The majority of survey 
respondents identified as 
female (47%), slightly 
higher than the share 
identifying as male (40%). 
 

Exhibit 75. Gender of Survey Respondents  
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 
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The share of White 
respondents (94%) is 
roughly proportionate to 
Ashland as a whole (91%).  
 
The share of most 
communities of color is 
represented roughly the 
same as the city overall; 
however, the share of 
Latino or Hispanic survey 
respondents (1%) is lower 
than the overall share in 
Ashland (7%). The share of 
American Indian or Alaska 
Native respondents is 
higher at 4% compared 
with 1% in Ashland overall. 
 

Exhibit 76. Race/Ethnicity of Survey Respondents  
Source: Ashland Economic Diversification Survey, 2022 

 

 


